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Abstrat
Domain-independent planning is a hard ombinatorial problem. Taking into aount
plan quality makes the task even more diÆult. This artile introdues Planning by Rewrit-
ing (PbR), a new paradigm for eÆient high-quality domain-independent planning. PbR
exploits delarative plan-rewriting rules and eÆient loal searh tehniques to transform
an easy-to-generate, but possibly suboptimal, initial plan into a high-quality plan. In addi-
tion to addressing the issues of planning eÆieny and plan quality, this framework oers
a new anytime planning algorithm. We have implemented this planner and applied it to
several existing domains. The experimental results show that the PbR approah provides
signiant savings in planning eort while generating high-quality plans.
1. Introdution
Planning is the proess of generating a network of ations, a plan, that ahieves a desired
goal from an initial state of the world. Many problems of pratial importane an be
ast as planning problems. Instead of rafting an individual planner to solve eah spei
problem, a long line of researh has foused on onstruting domain-independent planning
algorithms. Domain-independent planning aepts as input, not only desriptions of the
initial state and the goal for eah partiular problem instane, but also a delarative domain
speiation, that is, the set of ations that hange the properties of the state. Domain-
independent planning makes the development of planning algorithms more eÆient, allows
for software and domain reuse, and failitates the prinipled extension of the apabilities of
the planner. Unfortunately, domain-independent planning (like most planning problems)
is omputationally hard (Bylander, 1994; Erol, Nau, & Subrahmanian, 1995; Bakstrom
& Nebel, 1995). Given the omplexity limitations, most of the previous work on domain-
independent planning has foused on nding any solution plan without areful onsideration
of plan quality. Usually very simple ost funtions, suh as the length of the plan, have
been used. However, for many pratial problems plan quality is ruial. In this paper
we present a new planning paradigm, Planning by Rewriting (PbR), that addresses both
planning eÆieny and plan quality while maintaining the benets of domain independene.
The framework is fully implemented and we present empirial results in several planning
domains.
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1.1 Solution Approah
Two observations guided the present work. The rst one is that there are two soures of
omplexity in planning:
 Satisability: the diÆulty of nding any solution to the planning problem (regardless
of the quality of the solution).
 Optimization: the diÆulty of nding the optimal solution under a given ost metri.
For a given domain, eah of these faets may ontribute dierently to the omplexity of
planning. In partiular, there are many domains in whih the satisability problem is
relatively easy and their omplexity is dominated by the optimization problem. For example,
there may be many plans that would solve the problem, so that nding one is eÆient
in pratie, but the ost of eah solution varies greatly, thus nding the optimal one is
omputationally hard. We will refer to these domains as optimization domains. Some
optimization domains of great pratial interest are query optimization and manufaturing
proess planning.
1
The seond observation is that planning problems have a great deal of struture. Plans
are a type of graph with strong semantis, determined by both the general properties
of planning and eah partiular domain speiation. This struture should and an be
exploited to improve the eÆieny of the planning proess.
Prompted by the previous observations, we developed a novel approah for eÆient
planning in optimization domains: Planning by Rewriting (PbR). The framework works in
two phases:
1. Generate an initial solution plan. Reall that in optimization domains this is eÆient.
However, the quality of this initial plan may be far from optimal.
2. Iteratively rewrite the urrent solution plan improving its quality using a set of delar-
ative plan-rewriting rules, until either an aeptable solution is found or a resoure
limit is reahed.
As motivation, onsider the optimization domains of distributed query proessing and
manufaturing proess planning.
2
Distributed query proessing (Yu & Chang, 1984) in-
volves generating a plan that eÆiently omputes a user query from data that resides at
dierent nodes in a network. This query plan is omposed of data retrieval ations at diverse
information soures and operations on this data (suh as those of the relational algebra:
join, seletion, et). Some systems use a general-purpose planner to solve this problem
(Knoblok, 1996). In this domain it is easy to onstrut an initial plan (any parse of the
query suÆes) and then transform it using a gradient-desent searh to redue its ost.
The plan transformations exploit the ommutative and assoiative properties of the (rela-
tional algebra) operators, and fats suh as that when a group of operators an be exeuted
together at a remote information soure it is generally more eÆient to do so. Figure 1
1. Interestingly, one of the most widely studied planning domains, the Bloks World, also has this property.
2. These domains are analyzed in Setion 4. Graphial examples of the rewriting proess appear in Figure 30
for query planning and in Figure 21 for manufaturing proess planning. The reader may want to onsult
those gures even if not all details an be explained at this point.
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shows some sample transformations. Simple-join-swap transforms two join trees aord-
ing to the ommutative and assoiative properties of the join operator. Remote-join-eval
exeutes a join of two subqueries at a remote soure, if the soure is able to do so.
Simple-Join-Swap:
retrieve(Q1; Soure1) 1 [retrieve(Q2; Soure2) 1 retrieve(Q3; Soure3)℄ ,
retrieve(Q2; Soure2) 1 [retrieve(Q1; Soure1) 1 retrieve(Q3; Soure3)℄
Remote-Join-Eval:
(retrieve(Q1; Soure) 1 retrieve(Q2; Soure)) ^ apability(Soure; join)
) retrieve(Q1 1 Q2; Soure)
Figure 1: Transformations in Query Planning
In manufaturing, the problem is to nd an eonomial plan of mahining operations
that implement the desired features of a design. In a feature-based approah (Nau, Gupta,
& Regli, 1995), it is possible to enumerate the ations involved in building a piee by
analyzing its CAD model. It is more diÆult to nd an ordering of the operations and the
setups that optimize the mahining ost. However, similar to query planning, it is possible
to inrementally transform a (possibly ineÆient) initial plan. Often, the order of ations
does not aet the design goal, only the quality of the plan, thus many ations an ommute.
Also, it is important to minimize the number of setups beause xing a piee on a mahine
is a rather time onsuming operation. Interestingly, suh grouping of mahining operations
on a setup is analogous to evaluating a subquery at a remote information soure.
As suggested by these examples, there are many problems that ombine the harateris-
tis of traditional planning satisability with quality optimization. For these domains there
often exist natural transformations that may be used to eÆiently obtain high-quality plans
by iterative rewriting. Planning by Rewriting provides a domain-independent framework
that allows plan transformations to be onveniently speied as delarative plan-rewriting
rules and failitates the exploration of eÆient (loal) searh tehniques.
1.2 Advantages of Planning by Rewriting
There are several advantages to the planning style that PbR introdues. First, PbR is a
delarative domain-independent framework. This failitates the speiation of planning
domains, their evolution, and the prinipled extension of the planner with new apabili-
ties. Moreover, the delarative rewriting rule language provides a natural and onvenient
mehanism to speify omplex plan transformations.
Seond, PbR aepts sophistiated quality measures beause it operates on omplete
plans. Most previous planning approahes either have not addressed quality issues or have
very simple quality measures, suh as the number of steps in the plan, beause only partial
plans are available during the planning proess. In general, a partial plan annot oer
enough information to evaluate a omplex ost metri and/or guide the planning searh
eetively.
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Third, PbR an use loal searh methods that have been remarkably suessful in saling
to large problems (Aarts & Lenstra, 1997).
3
By using loal searh tehniques, high-quality
plans an be eÆiently generated. Fourth, the searh ours in the spae of solution plans,
whih is generally muh smaller than the spae of partial plans explored by planners based
on renement searh.
Fifth, our framework yields an anytime planning algorithm (Dean & Boddy, 1988). The
planner always has a solution to oer at any point in its omputation (modulo the initial
plan generation that needs to be fast). This is a lear advantage over traditional planning
approahes, whih must run to ompletion before produing a solution. Thus, our system
allows the possibility of trading o planning eort and plan quality. For example, in query
planning the quality of a plan is its exeution time and it may not make sense to keep
planning if the ost of the urrent plan is small enough, even if a heaper one ould be
found. Further disussion and onrete examples of these advantages are given throughout
the following setions.
1.3 Contributions
The main ontribution of this paper is the development of Planning by Rewriting, a novel
domain-independent paradigm for eÆient high-quality planning. First, we dene a lan-
guage of delarative plan-rewriting rules and present the algorithms for domain-independent
plan rewriting. The rewriting rules provide a natural and onvenient mehanism to spe-
ify omplex plan transformations. Our tehniques for plan rewriting generalize traditional
graph rewriting. Graph rewriting rules need to speify in the rule onsequent the omplete
embedding of the replaement subplan. We introdue the novel lass of partially-speied
plan-rewriting rules that relax that restrition. By taking advantage of the semantis of
planning, this embedding an be automatially omputed. A single partially-speied rule
an onisely represent a great number of fully-speied rules. These rules are also easier
to write and understand than their fully-speied ounterparts. Seond, we adapt loal
searh tehniques, suh as gradient desent, to eÆiently explore the spae of plan rewrit-
ings and optimize plan quality. Finally, we demonstrate empirially the usefulness of the
PbR approah in several planning domains.
1.4 Outline
The remainder of this paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 provides bakground on
planning, rewriting, and loal searh, some of the elds upon whih PbR builds. Setion 3
presents the basi framework of Planning by Rewriting as a domain-independent approah to
loal searh. This setion desribes in detail plan rewriting and our delarative rewriting rule
language. Setion 4 desribes several appliation domains and shows experimental results
omparing PbR with other planners. Setion 5 reviews related work. Finally, Setion 6
summarizes the ontributions of the paper and disusses future work.
3. Although the spae of rewritings an be explored by omplete searh methods, in the appliation domains
we have analyzed the searh spae is very large and our experiene suggests that loal searh is more
appropriate. However, to what extent omplete searh methods are useful in a Planning by Rewriting
framework remains an open issue. In this paper we fous on loal searh.
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2. Preliminaries: Planning, Rewriting, and Loal Searh
The framework of Planning by Rewriting arises as the onuene of several areas of re-
searh, namely, artiial intelligene planning algorithms, graph rewriting, and loal searh
tehniques. In this setion we give some bakground on these areas and explain how they
relate to PbR.
2.1 AI Planning
We assume that the reader is familiar with lassial AI planning, but in this setion we will
highlight the main onepts and relate them to the PbR framework. Weld (1994, 1999) and
Russell & Norvig (1995) provide exellent introdutions to AI planning.
PbR follows the lassial AI planning representation of ations that transform a state.
The state is a set of ground propositions understood as a onjuntive formula. PbR, as most
AI planners, follows the Closed World Assumption, that is, if a proposition is not expliitly
mentioned in the state it is assumed to be false, similarly to the negation as failure semantis
of logi programming. The propositions of the state are modied, asserted or negated, by
the ations in the domain. The ations of a domain are speied by operator shemas.
An operator shema onsists of two logial formulas: the preondition, whih denes the
onditions under whih the operator may be applied, and the postondition, whih speies
the hanges on the state eeted by the operator. Propositions not mentioned in the
postondition are assumed not to hange during the appliation of the operator. This type
of representation was initially introdued in the STRIPS system (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971).
The language for the operators in PbR is the same as in Sage (Knoblok, 1995, 1994b),
whih is an extension of UCPOP (Penberthy & Weld, 1992). The operator desription
language in PbR aepts arbitrary funtion-free rst-order formulas in the preonditions of
the operators, and onditional and universally quantied eets (but no disjuntive eets).
In addition, the operators an speify the resoures they use. Sage and PbR address unit
non-onsumable resoures. These resoures are fully aquired by an operator until the
ompletion of its ation and then released to be reused.
Figure 2 shows a sample operator shema speiation for a simple Bloks World
domain,
4
in the representation aepted by PbR. This domain has two ations: stak,
whih puts one blok on top of another, and unstak, whih plaes a blok on the table.
5
The state is desribed by two prediates: (on ?x ?y)
6
denotes that a blok ?x is on top of
another blok ?y (or on the Table), and (lear ?x) denotes that a ?x blok does not have
any other blok on top of it.
An example of a more omplex operator from a proess manufaturing domain is shown
in Figure 3. This operator desribes the behavior of a punh, whih is a mahine used to
make holes in parts. The punh operation requires that there is an available lamp at the
mahine and that the orientation and width of the hole is appropriate for using the punh.
After exeuting the operation the part will have the desired hole but it will also have a
4. To illustrate the basi onepts in planning, we will use examples from a simple Bloks World domain.
The reader will nd a \real-world" appliation of planning tehniques, query planning, in Setion 4.4.
5. (stak ?x ?y ?z) an be read as stak the blok ?x on top of blok ?y from ?z.
(unstak ?x ?y) an be read as lift blok ?x from the top of blok ?y and put it on the Table.
6. By onvention, variables are preeded by a question mark symbol (?), as in ?x.
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(define (operator STACK)
:parameters (?X ?Y ?Z)
:preondition
(:and (on ?X ?Z) (lear ?X) (lear ?Y)
(:neq ?Y ?Z) (:neq ?X ?Z) (:neq ?X ?Y)
(:neq ?X Table) (:neq ?Y Table))
:effet (:and (on ?X ?Y) (:not (on ?X ?Z))
(lear ?Z) (:not (lear ?Y))))
(define (operator UNSTACK)
:parameters (?X ?Y)
:preondition
(:and (on ?X ?Y) (lear ?X) (:neq ?X ?Y)
(:neq ?X Table) (:neq ?Y Table))
:effet (:and (on ?X Table) (lear ?Y)
(:not (on ?X ?Y))))
Figure 2: Bloks World Operators
(define (operator PUNCH)
:parameters (?x ?width ?orientation)
:resoures ((mahine PUNCH) (is-objet ?x))
:preondition (:and (is-objet ?x)
(is-punhable ?x ?width ?orientation)
(has-lamp PUNCH))
:effet (:and (:forall (?surf) (:when (:neq ?surf ROUGH)
(:not (surfae-ondition ?x ?surf))))
(surfae-ondition ?x ROUGH)
(has-hole ?x ?width ?orientation)))
Figure 3: Manufaturing Operator
rough surfae.
7
Note the speiation on the resoures slot. Delaring (mahine PUNCH)
as a resoure enfores that no other operator an use the punh onurrently. Similarly,
delaring the part, (is-objet ?x), as a resoure means that only one operation at a time
an be performed on the objet. Further examples of operator speiations appear in
Figures 18, 19, and 28.
A plan in PbR is represented by a graph, in the spirit of partial-order ausal-link plan-
ners (POCL) suh as UCPOP (Penberthy & Weld, 1992). The nodes are plan steps, that
is, instantiated domain operators. The edges speify a temporal ordering relation among
steps imposed by ausal links and ordering onstraints. A ausal link is a reord of how a
proposition is established in a plan. This reord ontains the proposition (sometimes also
alled a ondition), a produer step, and a onsumer step. The produer is a step in the
plan that asserts the proposition, that is, the proposition is one of its eets. The onsumer
is a step that needs that proposition, that is, the proposition is one of its preonditions. By
ausality, the produer must preede the onsumer.
The ordering onstraints are needed to ensure that the plan is onsistent. They arise
from resolving operator threats and resoure onits. An operator threat ours when a
step that negates the ondition of a ausal link an be ordered between the produer and the
onsumer steps of the ausal link. To prevent this situation, whih makes the plan inon-
sistent, POCL planners order the threatening step either before the produer (demotion)
or after the onsumer (promotion) by posting the appropriate ordering onstraints. For the
7. This operator uses an idiom ombining universal quantiation and negated onditional eets to enfore
that the attribute surfae-ondition of a part is single-valued.
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unit non-onsumable resoures we onsidered, steps requiring the same resoure have to be
sequentially ordered, and suh a hain of ordering onstraints will appear in the plan.
An example of a plan in the Bloks World using this graph representation is given in
Figure 4. This plan transforms an initial state onsisting of two towers: C on A, A on the
Table, B on D, and D on the Table; to the nal state onsisting of one tower: A on B, B on C,
C on D, and D on the Table. The initial state is represented as step 0 with no preonditions
and all the propositions of the initial state as postonditions. Similarly, the goal state is
represented as a step goal with no postonditions and the goal formula as the preondition.
The plan ahieves the goal by using two unstak steps to disassemble the two initial towers
and then using three stak steps to build the desired tower. The ausal links are shown as
solid arrows and the ordering onstraints as dashed arrows. The additional eets of a step
that are not used in ausal links, sometimes alled side eets, are shown after eah step
pointed by thin dashed arrows. Negated propositions are preeded by :. Note the need
for the ordering link between the steps 2, stak(B C Table), and 3, stak(A B Table).
If step 3 ould be ordered onurrently or before step 2, it would negate the preondition
lear(B) of step 2, making the plan inonsistent. A similar situation ours between steps
1 and 2 where another ordering link is introdued.
0
clear(C)
GOAL
clear(B)
clear(B) clear(C)
clear(B)
on(B D)
clear(C)
on(C A)
clear(A)
on(A B)
on(B C)
on(C D)
clear(D)
C
A D
B
A
B
C
D
Initial State Goal State
on(C Table)
on(A Table)
on(B Table)
Causal Link
Ordering Constraint
Side Effect
2 STACK(B C Table)
4 UNSTACK(C A)
5 UNSTACK(B D)
on(D Table)
1 STACK(C D Table)
3 STACK(A B Table)
on(B D)
on(C Table)
clear(D)
on(C A)
clear(C)
on(B Table)
clear(B)
on(A Table)
Figure 4: Sample Plan in the Bloks World Domain
2.2 Rewriting
Plan rewriting in PbR is related to term and graph rewriting. Term rewriting originated
in the ontext of equational theories and redution to normal forms as an eetive way
to perform dedution (Avenhaus & Madlener, 1990; Baader & Nipkow, 1998). A rewrite
system is speied as a set of rules. Eah rule orresponds to a preferred diretion of an
equivalene theorem. The main issue in term rewriting systems is onvergene, that is, if
two arbitrary terms an be rewritten in a nite number of steps into a unique normal form.
In PbR two plans are onsidered \equivalent" if they are solutions to the same problem,
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although they may dier on their ost or operators (that is, they are \equivalent" with
respet to \satisability" as introdued above). However, we are not interested in using
the rewriting rules to prove suh \equivalene". Instead, our framework uses the rewriting
rules to explore the spae of solution plans.
Graph rewriting, akin to term rewriting, refers to the proess of replaing a subgraph of
a given graph, when some onditions are satised, by another subgraph. Graph rewriting
has found broad appliations, suh as very high-level programming languages, database
data desription and query languages, et. Shurr (1997) presents a good survey. The
main drawbak of general graph rewriting is its omplexity. Beause graph mathing an
be redued to (sub)graph isomorphism the problem is NP-omplete. Nevertheless, under
some restritions graph rewriting an be performed eÆiently (Dorr, 1995).
Planning by Rewriting adapts general graph rewriting to the semantis of partial-order
planning with a STRIPS-like operator representation. A plan-rewriting rule in PbR speies
the replaement, under ertain onditions, of a subplan by another subplan. However, in
our formalism the rule does not need to speify the ompletely detailed embedding of the
onsequent as in graph rewriting systems. The onsistent embeddings of the rule onsequent,
with the generation of edges if neessary, are automatially omputed aording to the
semantis of partial-order planning. Our algorithm ensures that the rewritten plans always
remain valid (Setion 3.1.3). The plan-rewriting rules are intended to explore the spae of
solution plans to reah high-quality plans.
2.3 Loal Searh in Combinatorial Optimization
PbR is inspired by the loal searh tehniques used in ombinatorial optimization. An
instane of a ombinatorial optimization problem onsists of a set of feasible solutions and a
ost funtion over the solutions. The problem onsists in nding a solution with the optimal
ost among all feasible solutions. Generally the problems addressed are omputationally
intratable, thus approximation algorithms have to be used. One lass of approximation
algorithms that have been surprisingly suessful in spite of their simpliity are loal searh
methods (Aarts & Lenstra, 1997; Papadimitriou & Steiglitz, 1982).
Loal searh is based on the onept of a neighborhood. A neighborhood of a solution
p is a set of solutions that are in some sense lose to p, for example beause they an be
easily omputed from p or beause they share a signiant amount of struture with p.
The neighborhood generating funtion may, or may not, be able to generate the optimal
solution. When the neighborhood funtion an generate the global optima, starting from
any initial feasible point, it is alled exat (Papadimitriou & Steiglitz, 1982, page 10).
Loal searh an be seen as a walk on a direted graph whose verties are solutions
points and whose ars onnet neighboring points. The neighborhood generating funtion
determines the properties of this graph. In partiular, if the graph is disonneted, then the
neighborhood is not exat sine there exist feasible points that would lead to loal optima
but not the global optima. In PbR the points are solution plans and the neighbors of a plan
are the plans generated by the appliation of a set of delarative plan rewriting rules.
The basi version of loal searh is iterative improvement. Iterative improvement starts
with an initial solution and searhes a neighborhood of the solution for a lower ost solu-
tion. If suh a solution is found, it replaes the urrent solution and the searh ontinues.
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Otherwise, the algorithm returns a loally optimal solution. Figure 5(a) shows a graphial
depition of basi iterative improvement. There are several variations of this basi algo-
rithm. First improvement generates the neighborhood inrementally and selets the rst
solution of better ost than the urrent one. Best improvement generates the omplete
neighborhood and selets the best solution within this neighborhood.
Neighborhood Local Optima Local Optima
(a) Basi Iterative Improvement (b) Variable-Depth Searh
Figure 5: Loal Searh
Basi iterative improvement obtains loal optima, not neessarily the global optimum.
One way to improve the quality of the solution is to restart the searh from several ini-
tial points and hoose the best of the loal optima reahed from them. More advaned
algorithms, suh as variable-depth searh, simulated annealing and tabu searh, attempt to
minimize the probability of being stuk in a low-quality loal optimum.
Variable-depth searh is based on applying a sequene of steps as opposed to only one
step at eah iteration. Moreover, the length of the sequene may hange from iteration to
iteration. In this way the system overomes small ost inreases if eventually they lead to
strong ost redutions. Figure 5(b) shows a graphial depition of variable-depth searh.
Simulated annealing (Kirkpatrik, Gelatt, & Vehi, 1983) selets the next point ran-
domly. If a lower ost solution is hosen, it is seleted. If a solution of a higher ost is
hosen, it is still seleted with some probability. This probability is dereased as the algo-
rithm progresses (analogously to the temperature in physial annealing). The funtion that
governs the behavior of the aeptane probability is alled the ooling shedule. It an be
proven that simulated annealing onverges asymptotially to the optimal solution. Unfor-
tunately, suh onvergene requires exponential time. So, in pratie, simulated annealing
is used with faster ooling shedules (not guaranteed to onverge to the optimal) and thus
it behaves like an approximation algorithm.
Tabu searh (Glover, 1989) an also aept ost-inreasing neighbors. The next solution
is a randomly hosen legal neighbor even if its ost is worse than the urrent solution. A
neighbor is legal if it is not in a limited-size tabu list. The dynamially updated tabu list
prevents some solution points from being onsidered for some period of time. The intuition
is that if we deide to onsider a solution of a higher ost at least it should lie in an
unexplored part of the spae. This mehanism fores the exploration of the solution spae
out of loal minima.
Finally, we should stress that the appeal of loal searh relies on its simpliity and good
average-ase behavior. As ould be expeted, there are a number of negative worst-ase re-
sults. For example, in the traveling salesman problem it is known that exat neighborhoods,
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that do not depend on the problem instane, must have exponential size (Savage, Weiner,
& Baghi, 1976). Moreover, an improving move in these neighborhoods annot be found in
polynomial time unless P = NP (Papadimitriou & Steiglitz, 1977). Nevertheless, the best
approximation algorithm for the traveling salesman problem is a loal searh algorithm
(Johnson, 1990).
3. Planning by Rewriting as Loal Searh
Planning by Rewriting an be viewed as a domain-independent framework for loal searh.
PbR aepts arbitrary domain speiations, delarative plan-rewriting rules that generate
the neighborhood of a plan, and arbitrary (loal) searh methods. Therefore, assuming that
a given ombinatorial problem an be enoded as a planning problem, PbR an take it as
input and experiment with dierent neighborhoods and searh methods.
We will desribe the main issues in Planning by Rewriting as an instantiation of the
loal searh idea typial of ombinatorial optimization algorithms:
 Seletion of an initial feasible point : In PbR this phase onsists of eÆiently generating
an initial solution plan.
 Generation of a loal neighborhood : In PbR the neighborhood of a plan is the set of
plans obtained from the appliation of a set of delarative plan-rewriting rules.
 Cost funtion to minimize: This is the measure of plan quality that the planner is
optimizing. The plan quality funtion an range from a simple domain-independent
ost metri, suh as the number of steps, to more omplex domain-spei ones, suh
as the query evaluation ost or the total manufaturing time for a set of parts.
 Seletion of the next point : In PbR, this onsists of deiding whih solution plan to
onsider next. This hoie determines how the global spae will be explored and has
a signiant impat on the eÆieny of planning. A variety of loal searh strategies
an be used in PbR, suh as steepest desent, simulated annealing, et. Whih searh
method yields the best results may be domain or problem spei.
In the following subsetions we expand on these issues. First, we disuss the use of
delarative rewriting rules to generate a loal neighborhood of a plan, whih onstitutes
the main ontribution of this paper. We present the syntax and semantis of the rules, the
plan-rewriting algorithm, the formal properties and a omplexity analysis of plan rewriting,
and a rule taxonomy. Seond, we address the seletion of the next plan and the assoiated
searh tehniques for plan optimization. Third, we disuss the measures of plan quality.
Finally, we desribe some approahes for initial plan generation.
3.1 Loal Neighborhood Generation: Plan-Rewriting Rules
The neighborhood of a solution plan is generated by the appliation of a set of delarative
plan-rewriting rules. These rules embody the domain-spei knowledge about what trans-
formations of a solution plan are likely to result in higher-quality solutions. The appliation
of a given rule may produe one or several rewritten plans or fail to produe a plan, but
the rewritten plans are guaranteed to be valid solutions. First, we desribe the syntax and
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semantis of the rules. Seond, we introdue two approahes to rule speiation. Third, we
present the rewriting algorithm, its formal properties, and the omplexity of plan rewriting.
Finally, we present a taxonomy of plan-rewriting rules.
3.1.1 Plan-Rewriting Rules: Syntax and Semantis
First, we introdue the rule syntax and semantis through some examples. Then, we provide
a formal desription. A plan-rewriting rule has three omponents: (1) the anteedent (:if
eld) speies a subplan to be mathed; (2) the :replae eld identies the subplan that
is going to be removed, a subset of steps and links of the anteedent; (3) the :with eld
speies the replaement subplan. Figure 6 shows two rewriting rules for the Bloks World
domain introdued in Figure 2. Intuitively, the rule avoid-move-twie says that, whenever
possible, it is better to stak a blok on top of another diretly, rather than rst moving
it to the table. This situation ours in plans generated by the simple algorithm that rst
puts all bloks on the table and then build the desired towers, suh as the plan in Figure 4.
The rule avoid-undo says that the ations of moving a blok to the table and bak to its
original position anel eah other and both ould be removed from a plan.
(define-rule :name avoid-move-twie
:if (:operators ((?n1 (unstak ?b1 ?b2))
(?n2 (stak ?b1 ?b3 Table)))
:links (?n1 (on ?b1 Table) ?n2)
:onstraints ((possibly-adjaent ?n1 ?n2)
(:neq ?b2 ?b3)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2))
:with (:operators (?n3 (stak ?b1 ?b3 ?b2))))
(define-rule :name avoid-undo
:if (:operators
((?n1 (unstak ?b1 ?b2))
(?n2 (stak ?b1 ?b2 Table)))
:onstraints
((possibly-adjaent ?n1 ?n2))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2))
:with NIL))
Figure 6: Bloks World Rewriting Rules
A rule for the manufaturing domain of (Minton, 1988b) is shown in Figure 7. This
domain and additional rewriting rules are desribed in detail in Setion 4.1. The rule states
that if a plan inludes two onseutive punhing operations in order to make holes in two
dierent objets, but another mahine, a drill-press, is also available, the plan quality may
be improved by replaing one of the punh operations with the drill-press. In this domain
the plan quality is the (parallel) time to manufature all parts. This rule helps to parallelize
the plan and thus improve the plan quality.
(define-rule :name punh-by-drill-press
:if (:operators ((?n1 (punh ?o1 ?width1 ?orientation1))
(?n2 (punh ?o2 ?width2 ?orientation2)))
:links (?n1 ?n2)
:onstraints ((:neq ?o1 ?o2)
(possibly-adjaent ?n1 ?n2)))
:replae (:operators (?n1))
:with (:operators (?n3 (drill-press ?o1 ?width1 ?orientation1))))
Figure 7: Manufaturing Proess Planning Rewriting Rule
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The plan-rewriting rule syntax is desribed by the BNF speiation given in Figure 8.
This BNF generates rules that follow the template shown in Figure 9. Next, we desribe
the semantis of the three omponents of a rule (:if, :replae, and :with elds) in detail.
<rule> ::= (define-rule :name <name>
:if (<graph-spe-with-onstraints>)
:replae (<graph-spe>)
:with (<graph-spe>))
<graph-spe-with-onstraints> ::= {<graph-spe>}
{:onstraints (<onstraints>)}
<graph-spe> ::= {:operators (<nodes>)}
{:links (<edges>)} | NIL
<nodes> ::= <node> | <node> <nodes>
<edges> ::= <edge> | <edge> <edges>
<onstraints> ::= <onstraint> | <onstraint> <onstraints>
<node> ::= (<node-var> {<node-prediate>} {:resoure})
<edge> ::= (<node-var> <node-var>) |
(<node-var> <edge-prediate> <node-var>) |
(<node-var> :threat <node-var>)
<onstraint> ::= <interpreted-prediate> |
(:neq <pred-var> <pred-var>)
<node-var> \ <pred-var> = ;, fg = optional, | = alternative
Figure 8: BNF for the Rewriting Rules
(define-rule :name <rule-name>
:if (:operators ((<nv> <np> {:resoure}) ...)
:links ((<nv> {<lp>|:threat} <nv>) ...)
:onstraints (<ip> ...))
:replae (:operators (<nv> ...)
:links ((<nv> {<lp>|:threat} <nv>) ...))
:with (:operators ((<nv> <np> {:resoure}) ...)
:links ((<nv> {<lp>} <nv>) ...)))
<nv> = node variable, <np> = node prediate, {} = optional
<lp> = ausal link prediate, <ip> = interpreted prediate, | = alternative
Figure 9: Rewriting Rule Template
The anteedent, the :if eld, speies a subplan to be mathed against the urrent
plan. The graph struture of the subplan is dened in the :operators and :links elds.
The :operators eld speies the nodes (operators) of the graph and the :links eld
speies the edges (ausal and ordering links). Finally, the :onstraints eld speies a
set of onstraints that the operators and links must satisfy.
The :operators eld onsists of a list of node variable and node prediate pairs. The
step number of those steps in the plan that math the given node prediate would be
orrespondingly bound to the node variable. The node prediate an be interpreted in
two ways: as the step ation, or as a resoure used by the step. For example, the node
speiation (?n2 (stak ?b1 ?b3 Table)) in the anteedent of avoid-move-twie in
Figure 6 shows a node prediate that denotes a step ation. This node speiation will
ollet tuples, omposed of step number ?n2 and bloks ?b1 and ?b3, obtained by mathing
steps whose ation is a stak of a blok ?b1 that is on the Table and it is moved on top of
another blok ?b3. This node speiation applied to the plan in Figure 4 would result in
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three mathes: (1 C D), (2 B C), and (3 A B), for the variables (?n2 ?b1 ?b3) respetively.
If the optional keyword :resoure is present, the node prediate is interpreted as one of
the resoures used by a plan step, as opposed to desribing a step ation. An example of a
rule that mathes against the resoures of an operator is given in Figure 10, where the node
speiation (?n1 (mahine ?x) :resoure) will math all steps that use a resoure of
type mahine and ollet pairs of step number ?n1 and mahine objet ?x.
(define-rule :name resoure-swap
:if (:operators ((?n1 (mahine ?x) :resoure)
(?n2 (mahine ?x) :resoure))
:links ((?n1 :threat ?n2)))
:replae (:links (?n1 ?n2))
:with (:links (?n2 ?n1)))
Figure 10: Resoure-Swap Rewriting Rule
The :links eld onsists of a list of link speiations. Our language admits link
speiations of three types. The rst type is speied as a pair of node variables. For
example, (?n1 ?n2) in Figure 7. This speiation mathes any temporal ordering link in
the plan, regardless if it was imposed by ausal links or by the resolution of threats.
The seond type of link speiation mathes ausal links. Causal links are speied
as triples omposed of a produer step node variable, an edge prediate, and a onsumer
step node variable. The semantis of a ausal link is that the produer step asserts in its
eets the prediate, whih in turn is needed in the preonditions of the onsumer step. For
example, the link speiation (?n1 (on ?b1 Table) ?n2) in Figure 6 mathes steps ?n1
that put a blok ?b1 on the Table and steps ?n2 that subsequently pik up this blok. That
link speiation applied to the plan in Figure 4 would result in the mathes: (4 C 1) and
(5 B 2), for the variables (?n1 ?b1 ?n2).
The third type of link speiation mathes ordering links originating from the resolution
of threats (oming either from resoure onits or from operator onits). These links
are seleted by using the keyword :threat in the plae of a ondition. For example, the
resoure-swap rule in Figure 10 uses the link speiation (?n1 :threat ?n2) to ensure
that only steps that are ordered beause they are involved in a threat situation are mathed.
This helps to identify whih are the \ritial" steps that do not have any other reasons (i.e.
ausal links) to be in suh order, and therefore this rule may attempt to reorder them.
This is useful when the plan quality depends on the degree of parallelism in the plan as a
dierent ordering may help to parallelize the plan. Reall that threats an be solved either
by promotion or demotion, so the reverse ordering may also produe a valid plan, whih is
often the ase when the onit is among resoures as in the rule in Figure 10.
Interpreted prediates, built-in and user-dened, an be speied in the :onstraints
eld. These prediates are implemented programmatially as opposed to being obtained by
mathing against omponents from the plan. The built-in prediates urrently implemented
are inequality
8
(:neq), omparison (< <= > >=), and arithmeti (+ - * /) prediates. The
user an also add arbitrary prediates and their orresponding programmati implementa-
8. Equality is denoted by sharing variables in the rule speiation.
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tions. The interpreted prediates may at as lters on the previous variables or introdue
new variables (and ompute new values for them). For example, the user-dened prediate
possibly-adjaent in the rules in Figure 6 ensures that the steps are onseutive in some
linearization of the plan.
9
For the plan in Figure 4 the extension of the possibly-adjaent
prediate is: (0 4), (0 5), (4 5), (5 4), (4 1), (5 1), (1 2), (2 3), and (3 Goal).
The user an easily add interpreted prediates by inluding a funtion denition that
implements the prediate. During rule mathing our algorithm passes arguments and alls
suh funtions when appropriate. The urrent plan is passed as a default rst argument to
the interpreted prediates in order to provide a ontext for the omputation of the prediate
(but it an be ignored). Figure 11 show a skeleton for the (Lisp) implementation of the
possibly-adjaent and less-than interpreted prediates.
(defun possibly-adjaent (plan node1 node2)
(not (neessarily-not-adjaent
node1
node2
;; aesses the urrent plan
(plan-ordering plan)))
(defun less-than (plan n1 n2)
(delare (ignore plan))
(when (and (numberp n1) (numberp n2))
(if (< n1 n2)
'(nil) ;; true
nil))) ;; false
Figure 11: Sample Implementation of Interpreted Prediates
The onsequent is omposed of the :replae and :with elds. The :replae eld
speies the subplan that is going to be removed from the plan, whih is a subset of the
steps and links identied in the anteedent. If a step is removed, all the links that refer to
the step are also removed. The :with eld speies the replaement subplan. As we will
see in Setions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, the replaement subplan does not need to be ompletely
speied. For example, the :with eld of the avoid-move-twie rule of Figure 6 only
speies the addition of a stak step but not how this step is embedded into the plan. The
links to the rest of the plan are automatially omputed during the rewriting proess.
3.1.2 Plan-Rewriting Rules: Full versus Partial Speifiation
PbR gives the user total exibility in dening rewriting rules. In this setion we desribe two
approahes to guaranteeing that a rewriting rule speiation preserves plan orretness,
that is, produes a valid rewritten plan when applied to a valid plan.
In the full-speiation approah the rule speies all steps and links involved in a
rewriting. The rule anteedent identies all the anhoring points for the operators in the
onsequent, so that the embedding of the replaement subplan is unambiguous and results
in a valid plan. The burden of proving the rule orret lies upon the user or an automated
rule dening proedure (f. Setion 6). These kind of rules are the ones typially used in
graph rewriting systems (Shurr, 1997).
In the partial-speiation approah the rule denes the operators and links that on-
stitute the gist of the plan transformation, but the rule does not presribe the preise
9. The interpreted prediate possibly-adjaent makes the link expression in the anteedent of avoid-
-move-twie redundant. Unstak puts the blok ?b1 on the table from where it is piked up by the
stak operator, thus the ausal link (?n1 (on ?b1 Table) ?n2) is already implied by the :operators
and :onstraints speiation and ould be removed from the rule speiation.
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embedding of the replaement subplan. The burden of produing a valid plan lies upon the
system. PbR takes advantage of the semantis of domain-independent planning to aept
suh a relaxed rule speiation, ll in the details, and produe a valid rewritten plan.
Moreover, the user is free to speify rules that may not neessarily be able to ompute
a rewriting for a plan that mathes the anteedent beause some neessary ondition was
not heked in the anteedent. That is, a partially-speied rule may be overgeneral. This
may seem undesirable, but often a rule may over more useful ases and be more naturally
speied in this form. The rule may only fail for rarely ourring plans, so that the eort in
dening and mathing the omplete speiation may not be worthwhile. In any ase, the
plan-rewriting algorithm ensures that the appliation of a rewriting rule either generates a
valid plan or fails to produe a plan (Theorem 1, Setion 3.1.3).
As an example of these two approahes to rule speiation, onsider Figure 12 that
shows the avoid-move-twie-full rule, a fully-speied version of the avoid-move-twie
rule (of Figure 6, reprinted here for onveniene). The avoid-move-twie-full rule is
more omplex and less natural to speify than avoid-move-twie. But, more importantly,
avoid-move-twie-full is making more ommitments than avoid-move-twie. In par-
tiular, avoid-move-twie-full xes the produer of (lear ?b1) for ?n3 to be ?n4 when
?n7 is also known to be a valid andidate. In general, there are several alternative produers
for a preondition of the replaement subplan, and onsequently many possible embeddings.
A dierent fully-speied rule is needed to apture eah embedding. The number of rules
grows exponentially as all permutations of the embeddings are enumerated. However, by
using the partial-speiation approah we an express a general plan transformation by a
single natural rule.
(define-rule :name avoid-move-twie-full
:if (:operators ((?n1 (unstak ?b1 ?b2))
(?n2 (stak ?b1 ?b3 Table)))
:links ((?n4 (lear ?b1) ?n1)
(?n5 (on ?b1 ?b2) ?n1)
(?n1 (lear ?b2) ?n6)
(?n1 (on ?b1 Table) ?n2)
(?n7 (lear ?b1) ?n2)
(?n8 (lear ?b3) ?n2)
(?n2 (on ?b1 ?b3) ?n9))
:onstraints ((possibly-adjaent ?n1 ?n2)
(:neq ?b2 ?b3)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2))
:with (:operators ((?n3 (stak ?b1 ?b3 ?b2)))
:links ((?n4 (lear ?b1) ?n3)
(?n8 (lear ?b3) ?n3)
(?n5 (on ?b1 ?b2) ?n3)
(?n3 (on ?b1 ?b3) ?n9))))
(define-rule :name avoid-move-twie
:if (:operators
((?n1 (unstak ?b1 ?b2))
(?n2 (stak ?b1 ?b3 Table)))
:links (?n1 (on ?b1 Table) ?n2)
:onstraints
((possibly-adjaent ?n1 ?n2)
(:neq ?b2 ?b3)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2))
:with (:operators
(?n3 (stak ?b1 ?b3 ?b2))))
Figure 12: Fully-speied versus Partially-speied Rewriting Rule
In summary, the main advantage of the full-speiation rules is that the rewriting an
be performed more eÆiently beause the embedding of the onsequent is already speied.
The disadvantages are that the number of rules to represent a generi plan transformation
may be very large and the resulting rules quite lengthy; both of these problems may derease
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the performane of the math algorithm. Also, the rule speiation is error prone if written
by the user. Conversely, the main advantage of the partial-speiation rules is that a single
rule an represent a omplex plan transformation naturally and onisely. The rule an
over a large number of plan strutures even if it may oasionally fail. Also, the partial
speiation rules are muh easier to speify and understand by the users of the system.
As we have seen, PbR provides a high degree of exibility for dening plan-rewriting rules.
3.1.3 Plan-Rewriting Algorithm
In this setion, rst we desribe the basi plan-rewriting algorithm in PbR. Seond, we
prove this algorithm sound and disuss some formal properties of rewriting. Finally, we
disuss a family of algorithms for plan rewriting depending on parameters suh as the
language for dening plan operators, the speiation language for the rewriting rules, and
the requirements of the searh method.
The plan-rewriting algorithm is shown in Figure 13. The algorithm takes two inputs:
a valid plan P , and a rewriting rule R = (q
m
; p
r
; p

) (q
m
is the anteedent query, p
r
is
the replaed subplan, and p

is the replaement subplan). The output is a valid rewritten
plan P
0
. The mathing of the anteedent of the rewriting rule (q
m
) determines if the rule is
appliable and identies the steps and links of interest (line 1). This mathing an be seen
as subgraph isomorphism between the anteedent subplan and the urrent plan (with the
results then ltered by applying the :onstraints). However, we take a dierent approah.
PbR implements rule mathing as onjuntive query evaluation. Our implementation keeps
a relational representation of the steps and links in the urrent plan similar to the node
and link speiations of the rewriting rules. For example, the database for the plan in
Figure 4 ontains one table for the unstak steps with shema (?n1 ?b1 ?b2) and tuples
(4 C A) and (5 B D), another table for the ausal links involving the lear ondition with
shema (?n1 ?n2 ?b) and tuples (0 1 C), (0 2 B), (0 2 C), (0 3 B), (0 4 C), (0 5 B), (4
3 A) and (5 1 D), and similar tables for the other operator and link types. The math
proess onsists of interpreting the rule anteedent as a onjuntive query with interpreted
prediates, and exeuting this query against the relational view of the plan strutures. As a
running example, we will analyze the appliation of the avoid-move-twie rule of Figure 6
to the plan in Figure 4. Mathing the rule anteedent identies steps 1 and 4. More
preisely, onsidering the anteedent as a query, the result is the single tuple (4 C A 1 D)
for the variables (?n1 ?b1 ?b2 ?n2 ?b3).
After hoosing a math 
i
to work on (line 3), the algorithm instantiates the subplan
speied by the :replae eld (p
r
) aording to suh math (line 4) and removes the
instantiated subplan p
i
r
from the original plan P (line 5). All the edges inoming and
emanating from nodes of the replaed subplan are also removed. The eets that the
replaed plan p
i
r
was ahieving for the remainder of the plan (P p
i
r
), the UsefulEets of p
i
r
,
will now have to be ahieved by the replaement subplan (or other steps of P  p
i
r
). In order
to failitate this proess, the AddFlaws proedure reords these eets as open onditions.
10
10. POCL planners operate by keeping trak and repairing aws found in a partial plan. Open ondi-
tions, operator threats, and resoure threats are olletively alled aws (Penberthy & Weld, 1992).
AddFlaws(F,P) adds the set of aws F to the plan struture P .
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proedure RewritePlan
Input: a valid partial-order plan P
a rewriting rule R = (q
m
; p
r
; p

), V ariables(p
r
)  V ariables(q
m
)
Output: a valid rewritten partial-order plan P
0
(or failure)
1.  :=Math(q
m
; P )
Math the rule anteedent q
m
(:if eld) against P . The result is a set of substitutions
 = f:::; 
i
; :::g for variables in q
m
.
2. If  = ; then return failure
3. Choose a math 
i
2 
4. p
i
r
:= 
i
p
r
Instantiate the subplan to be removed p
r
(the :replae eld) aording to 
i
.
5. P
i
r
:= AddFlaws(UsefulEets(p
i
r
); P   p
i
r
)
Remove the instantiated subplan p
i
r
from the plan P and add the UsefulEets of p
i
r
as open onditions. The resulting plan P
i
r
is now inomplete.
6. p
i

:= 
i
p

Instantiate the replaement subplan p

(the :with eld) aording to 
i
.
7. P
i

:= AddF laws(Preonditions(p
i

) [ FindThreats(P
i
r
[ p
i

); P
i
r
[ p
i

)
Add the instantiated replaement subplan p
i

to P
i
r
. Find new threats and open
onditions and add them as aws. P
i

is potentially inomplete, having several aws
that need to be resolved.
8. P
0
:= rPOP (P
i

)
Complete the plan using a partial-order ausal-link planning algorithm (restrited to
do only step reuse, but no step addition) in order to resolve threats and open onditions.
rPOP returns failure if no valid plan an be found.
9. Return P
0
Figure 13: Plan-Rewriting Algorithm
The result is the partial plan P
i
r
(line 5). Continuing with our example, Figure 14(a) shows
the plan resulting from removing steps 1 and 4 from the plan in Figure 4.
Finally, the algorithm embeds the instantiated replaement subplan p
i

into the remain-
der of the original plan (lines 6-9). If the rule is ompletely speied, the algorithm simply
adds the (already instantiated) replaement subplan to the plan, and no further work is
neessary. If the rule is partially speied, the algorithm omputes the embeddings of the
replaement subplan into the remainder of the original plan in three stages. First, the
algorithm adds the instantiated steps and links of the replaement plan p
i

(line 6) into
the urrent partial plan P
i
r
(line 7). Figure 14(b) shows the state of our example after
p
i

, the new stak step (6), has been inorporated into the plan. Note the open onditions
(lear A) and on(C D). Seond, the FindThreats proedure omputes the possible threats,
both operator threats and resoure onits, ourring in the P
i
r
[ p
i

partial plan (line 7);
for example, the threat situation on the lear(C) proposition between step 6 and 2 in Fig-
ure 14(b). These threats and the preonditions of the replaement plan p
i

are reorded by
AddFlaws resulting in the partial plan P
i

. Finally, the algorithm ompletes the plan using
rPOP, a partial-order ausal-link planning proedure restrited to only reuse steps (i.e., no
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step addition) (line 8). rPOP allows us to support our expressive operator language and to
have the exibility for omputing one or all embeddings. If only one rewriting is needed,
rPOP stops at the rst valid plan. Otherwise, it ontinues until exhausting all alterna-
tive ways of satisfying open preonditions and resolving onits, whih produes all valid
rewritings. In our running example, only one embedding is possible and the resulting plan
is that of Figure 14(), where the new stak step (6) produes (lear A) and on(C D),
its preonditions are satised, and the ordering (6 2) ensures that the plan is valid.
The rewriting algorithm in Figure 13 is sound in the sense that it produes a valid plan
if the input is a valid plan, or it outputs failure if the input plan annot be rewritten using
the given rule. Sine this elementary plan-rewriting step is sound, the sequene of rewritings
performed during PbR's optimization searh is also sound.
Lemma 1 (Soundness of rPOP) Partial-order ausal-link (POCL) planning without
step addition (rPOP ) is sound.
Proof: In POCL planning, a preondition of a step of a plan is ahieved either by
inserting a new step s
new
or reusing a step s
reuse
already present in the urrent plan (the
steps having an eet that unies with the preondition). Forbidding step addition dereases
the set of available steps that an be used to satisfy a preondition, but one a step is found
rPOP proeeds as general POCL. Sine, the POCL ompletion of a partial-plan is sound
(Penberthy & Weld, 1992), rPOP is also sound. 2
Theorem 1 (Soundness of Plan Rewriting) RewritePlan (Figure 13) produes a
valid plan if the input P is a valid plan, or outputs failure if the input plan annot be
rewritten using the given rewriting rule R = (q
m
; p
r
; p

).
Proof: Assume plan P is a solution to a planning problem with goals G and initial
state I. In POCL planning, a plan is valid i the preonditions of all steps are supported
by ausal links (the goals G are the preonditions of the goal step, and the initial state
onditions I are the eets of the initial step), and no operator threatens any ausal link
(MAllester & Rosenblitt, 1991; Penberthy & Weld, 1992).
If ruleR does not math plan P , the algorithm trivially returns failure (line 2). Assuming
there is a math 
i
, after removing from P the steps and links speied in p
i
r
(inluding
all links { ausal and ordering { inoming and outgoing from steps of p
i
r
), the only open
onditions that exist in the resulting plan P
i
r
are those that p
i
r
was ahieving (line 5).
Adding the instantiated replaement subplan p
i

introdues more open onditions in the
partial plan: the preonditions of the steps of p
i

(line 7). There are no other soures of
open onditions in the algorithm.
Sine plan P is valid initially, the only (operator and/or resoure) threats present in
plan P
i

(line 7) are those aused by the removal of subplan p
i
r
(line 3) and the addition of
subplan p
i

(line 7). The threats may our between any operators and ausal links of P
i
r
[p
i

regardless whether the operator or ausal link was initially in P
i
r
or in p
i

. The threats in
the ombined plan P
i
r
[ p
i

an be eetively omputed by nding the relative positions of
its steps and omparing eah ausal link against the steps that may be ordered between the
produer and the onsumer of the ondition in the ausal link (FindThreats, line 7).
At this point, we have shown that we have a plan (P
i

) with all the aws (threats and
open onditions) expliitly reorded (by AddFlaws in lines 5 and 7). Sine rPOP is sound
(Lemma 1), we onlude that rPOP will omplete P
i

and output a valid plan P
0
, or output
failure if the aws in the plan annot be repaired. 2
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(a) Appliation of a Rewriting Rule: After Removing Subplan
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(b) Appliation of a Rewriting Rule: After Adding Repla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(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Figure 14: Plan Rewriting: Applying rule avoid-move-twie of Figure 6 to plan of Figure 4
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Corollary 1 (Soundness of PbR Searh) The optimization searh of PbR is sound.
Proof: By indution. Assume an initial valid plan and a single step rewriting searh.
By Theorem 1, the output is either a valid rewritten plan or failure. If the output is failure,
the searh is trivially sound. Assume there is a valid plan P
n 1
after n  1 rewriting steps.
Aording to Theorem 1, applying a single rewriting rule to plan P
n 1
produes a valid
plan P
n
or failure. Thus, an arbitrary number of rewritings produes a valid plan (or no
plan), so PbR's searh is sound. 2
Although RewritePlan is sound, it may ertainly produe plans that do not have the
minimal number of steps when faed with arbitrary rules. For example, imagine that the
onsequent of a rewriting rule speied two idential steps s1 and s2 (both having as only
eets e1 and e2) and that the only aws in P
i

were exatly the open onditions e1 and e2.
Then, a sound but non step-minimal plan would be using s1 to satisfy e1 and using s2 to
satisfy e2 (although eah step by itself ould satisfy both open onditions). PbR does not
disard this plan beause we do not make any restrition on the types of aeptable ost
funtions. If we had a ost funtion that took the robustness of the plan into aount, a
plan with both steps may be desirable.
We annot guarantee that PbR's optimization searh is omplete in the sense that the
optimal plan would be found. PbR uses loal searh and it is well known that, in general,
loal searh annot be omplete. Even if PbR exhaustively explores the spae of plan
rewritings indued by a given initial plan and a set of rewriting rules, we still annot prove
that all solution plans will be reahed. This is a property of the initial plan generator, the
set of rewriting rules, and the semantis of the planning domain. The rewriting rules of PbR
play a similar role as traditional delarative searh ontrol where the ompleteness of the
searh may be traded for eÆieny. Perhaps using tehniques for inferring invariants in a
planning domain (Gerevini & Shubert, 1998; Fox & Long, 1998; Rintanen, 2000) or proving
onvergene of term and graph rewriting systems (Baader & Nipkow, 1998), onditions for
ompleteness of a plan-rewriting searh in a given planning domain ould be obtained.
The design of a plan-rewriting algorithm depends on several parameters: the language of
the operators, the language of the rewriting rules, the hoie of full-speiation or partial-
speiation rewriting rules, and the need for all rewritings or one rewriting as required by
the searh method.
The language of the operators aets the way in whih the initial and rewritten plans are
onstruted. Our framework supports the expressive operator denition language desribed
in Setion 2.1. We provide support for this language by using standard tehniques for ausal
link establishment and threat heking like those in Sage (Knoblok, 1995) and UCPOP
(Penberthy & Weld, 1992).
The language of the anteedents of the rewriting rules aets the eÆieny of mathing.
Our system implements the onjuntive query language that was desribed in Setion 3.1.1.
However, our system ould easily aommodate a more expressive query language for the
rule anteedent, suh as a relationally omplete language (i.e., onjuntion, disjuntion, and
safe negation) (Abiteboul, Hull, & Vianu, 1995), or a reursive language suh as datalog
with stratied negation, without signiantly inreasing the omputational omplexity of
the approah in an important way, as we disuss in Setion 3.1.4.
The hoie of fully versus partially speied rewriting rules aets the way in whih the
replaement plan is embedded into the urrent plan. If the rule is ompletely speied,
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the embedding is already speied in the rule onsequent, and the replaement subplan
is simply added to the urrent plan. If the rule is partially speied, our algorithm an
ompute all the valid embeddings.
The hoie of one versus all rewritings aets both the anteedent mathing and the
embedding of rule onsequent. The rule mathes an be omputed either all at the same
time, as in bottom-up evaluation of logi databases, or one-at-a-time as in Prolog, depend-
ing on whether the searh strategy requires one or all rewritings. If the rule is fully-speied
only one embedding per math is possible. But, if the rule is partially-speied multiple
embeddings may result from a single math. If the searh strategy only requires one rewrit-
ing, it must also provide a mehanism for hoosing whih rule is applied, whih math is
omputed, and whih embedding is generated (rPOP an stop at the rst embedding or
ompute all embeddings). Our implemented rewriting algorithm has a modular design to
support dierent ombinations of these hoies.
3.1.4 Complexity of Plan Rewriting
The omplexity of plan rewriting in PbR originates from two soures: mathing the rule
anteedent against the plan, and omputing the embeddings of the replaement plan. In
order to analyze the omplexity of mathing plan-rewriting rules, we introdue the following
database-theoreti denitions of omplexity (Abiteboul et al., 1995):
Data Complexity: omplexity of evaluating a xed query for variable database inputs.
Expression Complexity: omplexity of evaluating, on a xed database instane, the
queries speiable in a given query language.
Data omplexity measures the omplexity with respet to the size of the database.
Expression omplexity measures the omplexity with respet to the size of the queries
(taken from a given language). In our ase, the database is the steps and links of the plan
and the queries are the anteedents of the plan-rewriting rules.
Formally, the language of the rule anteedents desribed in Setion 3.1.1 is onjuntive
queries with interpreted prediates. The worst-ase ombined data and expression omplex-
ity of onjuntive queries is exponential (Abiteboul et al., 1995). That is, if the size of the
query (rule anteedent) and the size of the database (plan) grow simultaneously, there is
little hope of mathing eÆiently. Fortunately, relationally-omplete languages have a data
omplexity ontained in Logarithmi Spae, whih is, in turn, ontained in Polynomial Time
(Abiteboul et al., 1995). Thus our onjuntive query language has at most this omplexity.
This is a very enouraging result that shows that the ost of evaluating a xed query grows
very slowly as the database size inreases. For PbR this means that mathing the anteedent
of the rules is not strongly aeted by the size of the plans. Moreover, in our experiene
useful rule anteedents are not very large and ontain many onstant labels (at least, the
node and edge prediate names) that help to redue the size of the intermediate results
and improve the eÆieny of mathing. This result also indiates that we ould extend the
language of the anteedent to be relationally omplete without aeting signiantly the
performane of the system.
11
Another possible extension is to use datalog with stratied
negation, whih also has polynomial time data omplexity. Graph-theoreti properties of
11. Figure 32 in Setion 6 proposes an example of a rule with a relationally-omplete anteedent using an
appropriate syntax.
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our plans ould be easily desribed in datalog. For example, the possibly-adjaent inter-
preted prediate of Figure 7 ould be desribed delaratively as a datalog program instead of
a piee of ode. In summary, rule math for moderately sized rules, even for quite expressive
languages and large plans, remains tratable and an be made eÆient using prodution
math (Forgy, 1982) and query optimization tehniques (Sellis, 1988).
The seond soure of omplexity is omputing the embeddings of the replaement plan
given in the onsequent of a plan-rewriting rule. By the denition of full-speiation rules,
the embedding is ompletely speied in the rule itself. Thus, it suÆes simply to remove
the undesired subplan and diretly add the replaement subplan. This is linear in the size
of the onsequent.
For partial-speiation rules, omputing all the embeddings of the replaement subplan
an be exponential in the size of the plan in the worst ase. However, this ours only in
pathologial ases. For example, onsider the plan in Figure 15(a) in whih we are going to
ompute the embeddings of step x into the remainder of the plan in order to satisfy the open
preondition g0. Step x has no preonditions and has two eets :b and g0. Eah step in
the plan has proposition b as an eet. Therefore, the new step x onits with every step
in the plan (1 to n) and has to be ordered with respet to these steps. Unfortunately, there
are an exponential number of orderings. In eet, the orderings imposed by adding the step
x orrespond to all the partitions of the set of steps (1 to n) into two sets: one ordered
before x and one after. Figure 15(b) shows one of the possible orderings. If the subplan we
were embedding ontained several steps that ontained similar onits the problem would
be ompounded. Even deiding if a single embedding exists is NP-hard. For example, if
we add two additional eets :a and :g1 to operator x, there is no valid embedding. In
the worst ase (solving rst the aws indued by the onits on proposition b) we have to
explore an exponential number of positions for step x in the plan, all of whih end up in
failure. Nevertheless, given the quasi-deomposability of useful planning domains we expet
the number of onits to be relatively small. Also most of the useful rewriting rules speify
replaement subplans that are small ompared with the plan they are embedding into. Our
experiene indiates that plan rewriting with partial-speiation rules an be performed
eÆiently as shown by the results of Setion 4.
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Figure 15: Exponential Embeddings
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3.1.5 A Taxonomy of Plan-Rewriting Rules
In order to guide the user in dening plan-rewriting rules for a domain or to help in designing
algorithms that may automatially dedue the rules from the domain speiation (see
Setion 6), it is helpful to know what kinds of rules are useful. We have identied the
following general types of transformation rules:
Reorder: These are rules based on algebrai properties of the operators, suh as ommu-
tative, assoiative and distributive laws. For example, the ommutative rule that reorders
two operators that need the same resoure in Figure 10, or the join-swap rule in Figure 29
that ombines the ommutative and assoiative properties of the relational algebra.
Collapse: These are rules that replae a subplan by a smaller subplan. For example, when
several operators an be replaed by one, as in the remote-join-eval rule in Figure 29.
This rule replaes two remote retrievals at the same information soure and a loal join
operation by a single remote join operation, when the remote soure has the apability of
performing joins. An example of the appliation of this rule to a query plan is shown in
Figure 30. Other examples are the Bloks World rules in Figure 6 that replae an unstak
and a stak operators either by an equivalent single stak operator or the empty plan.
Expand: These are rules that replae a subplan by a bigger subplan. Although this may
appear ounter-intuitive initially, it is easy to imagine a situation in whih an expensive
operator an be replaed by a set of operators that are heaper as a whole. An interesting
ase is when some of these operators are already present in the plan and an be synergisti-
ally reused. We did not nd this rule type in the domains analyzed so far, but Bakstrom
(1994a) presents a framework in whih adding ations improves the quality of the plans.
His quality metri is the plan exeution time, similarly to the manufaturing domain of Se-
tion 4.1. Figure 16 shows an example of a planning domain where adding ations improves
quality (from Bakstrom, 1994a). In this example, removing the link between Bm and C1
and inserting a new ation A' shortens signiantly the time to exeute the plan.
R0 Rn−1
P
Qm−1
A C1 Cn
BmB1
Q1 Qm
P
Rn R1
Rn−1
A
R0
C1 Cn
P
Qm−1
BmB1
A’
P
P
R1
Q1
Qm
Rn
R0
(a) Low Quality Plan (b) High Quality Plan
Figure 16: Adding Ations Can Improve Quality
Parallelize: These are rules that replae a subplan with an equivalent alternative subplan
that requires fewer ordering onstraints. A typial ase is when there are redundant or alter-
native resoures that the operators an use. For example, the rule punh-by-drill-press
in Figure 7. Another example is the rule that Figure 16 suggests that ould be seen as a
ombination of the expand and parallelize types.
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3.2 Seletion of Next Plan: Searh Strategies
Although the spae of rewritings an be explored systematially, the Planning by Rewriting
framework is better suited to the loal searh tehniques typial of ombinatorial optimiza-
tion algorithms. The harateristis of the planning domain, the initial plan generator, and
the rewriting rules determine whih loal searh method performs best. First, we disuss
how the initial plan generator aets the hoie of loal searh methods. Seond, we on-
sider the impat of the rewriting rules. Third, we disuss the role of domain knowledge in
the searh proess. Finally, we desribe how several loal searh methods work in PbR.
An important dierene between PbR and traditional ombinatorial algorithms is the
generation of feasible solutions. Usually, in ombinatorial optimization problems there exists
an eetive proedure to generate all feasible solutions (e.g., the permutations of a shedule).
Thus, even if the loal searh graph is disonneted, by hoosing an appropriate initial
solution generator (e.g., random) we ould fall in a omponent of the graph that ontains
the global optimum. In PbR we annot assume suh powerful initial plan generators. Even
in optimization domains, whih have eÆient initial plan generators, we may not have
guarantees on the overage of the solution spae they provide. Therefore, the optimal plan
may not be reahable by applying the rewriting rules when starting from the initial plans
available from the generator. Nevertheless, for many domains an initial plan generator that
provides a good sample of the solution spae is suÆient for multiple-restart searh methods
to esape from low-quality loal minima and provide high-quality solutions.
The plan-rewriting rules dene the neighborhood funtion, whih may be exat (f.
Setion 2.3) or not. For example, in the query planning domain we an dene a set of
rules that ompletely generate the spae of solution plans (beause of the properties of the
relational algebra). In other domains it may be hard to prove that we have an exat set of
rules. Both the limitations on initial plan generation and the plan-rewriting rules aet the
possibility of theoretially reahing the global optimum. This is not surprising sine many
problems, regardless of whether they are ast as planning or in other formalisms, do not have
onverging loal searh algorithms (e.g., Papadimitriou & Steiglitz, 1977). Nevertheless, in
pratie, good loal optima an still be obtained for many domains.
Many loal searh methods, suh as rst and best improvement, simulated annealing,
tabu searh, or variable-depth searh, an be applied straightforwardly to PbR. In our
experiments in Setion 4 we have used rst and best improvement, whih have performed
well. Next, we desribe some details of the appliation of these two methods in PbR. In
Setion 6, we disuss our ideas for using variable-depth plan rewriting.
First improvement generates the rewritings inrementally and selets the rst plan of
better ost than the urrent one. In order to implement this method eÆiently we an use a
tuple-at-a-time evaluation of the rule anteedent, similarly to the behavior of Prolog. Then,
for that rule instantiation, generate one embedding, test the ost of the resulting plan, and
if it is not better that the urrent plan, repeat. We have the hoie of generating another
embedding of the same rule instantiation, generate another instantiation of the same rule,
or generate a math for a dierent rule.
Best improvement generates the omplete set of rewritten plans and selets the best.
This method requires omputing all mathes and all embeddings for eah math. All the
mathes an be obtained by evaluating the rule anteedent as a set-at-a-time database
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query. As we disussed in Setion 3.1.4 suh query evaluation an be quite eÆient. In our
experiene, omputing the plan embeddings was usually more expensive than omputing
the rule mathes.
In Planning by Rewriting the hoie of the initial plan generator, the rewriting rules,
and the searh methods is intertwined. One the initial plan generator is xed, it determines
the shape of the plans that would have to be modied by the rewriting rules, then aording
to this neighborhood, the most appropriate searh mehanism an be hosen. PbR has a
modular design to failitate experimentation with dierent initial plan generators, sets of
rewriting rules, and searh strategies.
3.3 Plan Quality
In most pratial planning domains the quality of the plans is ruial. This is one of the
motivations for the Planning by Rewriting approah. In PbR the user denes the measure
of plan quality most appropriate for the appliation domain. This quality metri ould
range from a simple domain-independent ost metri, suh as the number of steps, to more
omplex domain-spei ones. For example, in the query planning domain the measure of
plan quality usually is an estimation of the query exeution ost based on the size of the
database relations, the data manipulation operations involved in answering a query, and
the ost of network transfer. In a deentralized environment, the ost metri may involve
atual monetary osts if some of the information soures require payments. In the job-
shop sheduling domain some simple ost funtions are the shedule length (that is, the
parallel time to nish all piees), or the sum of the times to nish eah piee. A more
sophistiated manufaturing domain may inlude a variety of onerns suh as the ost,
reliability, and preision of eah operator/proess, the osts of resoures and materials used
by the operators, the utilization of the mahines, et. The reader will nd more detailed
examples of quality metris in these domains in Setions 4.1 and 4.4.
A signiant advantage of PbR is that the omplete plan is available to assess its quality.
In generative planners the omplete plan is not available until the searh for a solution is
ompleted, so usually only very simple plan quality metris, suh as the number of steps,
an be used. Some work does inorporate quality onerns into generative planners (Estlin
& Mooney, 1997; Borrajo & Veloso, 1997; Perez, 1996). These systems automatially
learn searh ontrol rules to improve both the eÆieny of planning and the quality of the
resulting plans. In PbR the rewriting rules an be seen as \post fato" optimization searh
ontrol. As opposed to guiding the searh of a generative planner towards high-quality
solutions based only on the information available in partial plans, PbR improves the quality
of omplete solution plans without any restrition on the types of quality metris. Moreover,
if the plan ost is not additive, a plan renement strategy is impratial sine it may need
to exhaustively explore the searh spae to nd the optimal plan. An example of non-
additive ost funtion appears in the UNIX planning domain (Etzioni & Weld, 1994) where
a plan to transfer les between two mahines may be heaper if the les are ompressed
initially (and unompressed after arrival). That is, the plan that inludes the ompression
(and the neessary unompression) operations is more ost eetive, but a plan renement
searh would not naturally lead to it. By using omplete plans, PbR an aurately assess
arbitrary measures of quality.
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3.4 Initial Plan Generation
Fast initial plan generation is domain-spei in nature. It requires the user to speify an
eÆient mehanism to ompute the initial solution plan. In general, generating an initial
plan may be as hard as generating the optimal plan. However, the ruial intuition behind
planning algorithms is that most pratial problems are quasi-deomposable (Simon, 1969),
that is, that the interations among parts of the problems are limited. If interations in a
problem are pervasive, suh as in the 8-puzzle, the operator-based representation and the al-
gorithms of lassial planning are of little use. They would behave as any other searh based
problem solver. Fortunately, many pratial problems are indeed quasi-deomposable. This
same intuition also suggests that nding initial plan generators for planning problems may
not be as hard as it appears, beause the system an solve the subproblems independently,
and then ombine them in the simplest way, for example, onatenating the solutions se-
quentially. Moreover, in many irumstanes the problems may be easily transformed into a
state that minimizes the interations and solving the problem from this state is muh easier.
For example, in the Bloks World the state in whih all bloks are on the table minimizes
the interations. It is simple to design an algorithm that solves any Bloks World problem
passing through suh intermediate state. Using these methods an initial plan generator may
produe suboptimal initial plans but at a reasonable planning ost.
These ideas for onstruting initial plan generators an be embodied in two general ways,
whih are both implemented in our system. The rst one is to bootstrap on the results of
a general purpose planning algorithm with a strong searh ontrol bias. The seond one is
to provide the user onvenient high-level failities in whih to desribe plan onstrution
algorithms programmatially.
3.4.1 Biased Generative Planners
There are a variety of ways in whih to ontrol the searh of a generi planner. Some planners
aept searh ontrol rules, others aept heuristi funtions, and some have built-in searh
ontrol. We present examples of these tehniques.
A very general way of eÆiently onstruting plans is to use a domain-independent
generative planner that aepts searh ontrol rules. For example, Prodigy (Carbonell,
Knoblok, & Minton, 1991), UCPOP (Penberthy & Weld, 1992) and Sage (Knoblok, 1995)
are suh planners. By setting the type of searh and providing a strong bias by means of the
searh ontrol rules, the planner an quikly generate a valid, although possibly suboptimal,
initial plan. For example, in the manufaturing domain of (Minton, 1988a), analyzed in
detail in Setion 4.1, depth-rst searh and a goal seletion heuristi based on abstration
hierarhies (Knoblok, 1994a) quikly generates a feasible plan, but often the quality of this
plan, whih is dened as the time required to manufature all objets, is suboptimal.
TLPlan (Bahus & Kabanza, 1995, 2000) is an eÆient forward-haining planner that
uses searh ontrol expressed in temporal logi. Beause in forward haining the omplete
state is available, muh more rened domain ontrol knowledge an be speied. The
preferred searh strategy used by TLPlan is depth-rst searh, so although it nds plans
eÆiently, the plans may be of low quality. Note that beause it is a generative planner
that explores partial sequenes of steps, it annot use sophistiated quality measures.
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HSP (Bonet, Loerins, & Gener, 1997; Bonet & Gener, 1999) is a forward searh
planner that performs a variation of heuristi searh applied to lassial AI planning. The
built-in heuristi funtion is a relaxed version of the planning problem: it omputes the
number of required steps to reah the goal disregarding negated eets in the operators.
Suh metri an be omputed eÆiently. Despite its simpliity and that the heuristi is not
admissible, it sales surprisingly well for many domains. Beause the plans are generated
aording to the xed heuristi funtion, the planner annot inorporate a quality metri.
These types of planners are quite eÆient in pratie although they often produe sub-
optimal plans. They are exellent andidates to generate the initial plans that will be
subsequently optimized by PbR.
3.4.2 Failitating Algorithmi Plan Constrution
For many domains, simple domain-dependent approximation algorithms will provide good
initial plans. For example, in the query planning domain, the system an easily generate
initial query evaluation plans by randomly (or greedily) parsing the given query. In the
Bloks World it is also straightforward to generate a solution in linear time using the naive
algorithm: put all bloks on the table and build the desired towers from the bottom up.
This algorithm produes plans of length no worse than twie the optimal, whih makes it
already a good approximation algorithm. However, the interest in the Bloks World has
traditionally been on optimal solutions, whih is an NP-hard problem (Gupta & Nau, 1992).
Our system failitates the reation of these initial plans by freeing the user from spe-
ifying the detailed graph struture of a plan. The user only needs to speify an algorithm
that produes a sequene of instantiated ations, that is, ation names and the ground
parameters that eah ation takes.
12
For example, the (user-dened) naive algorithm for
the Bloks World domain desribed above applied to the problem in Figure 4 produes
the sequene: unstak(C A), unstak(B D), stak(C D Table), stak(B C Table), and
stak(A B Table). Then, the system automatially onverts this sequene of ations into
a fully detailed partial-order plan using the operator speiation of the domain. The re-
sulting plan onforms to the internal data strutures that PbR uses. This proess inludes
reating nodes that are fully detailed operators with preonditions and eets, and adding
edges that represent all the neessary ausal links and ordering onstraints. In our Bloks
World example the resulting plan is that of Figure 4.
The algorithm that transforms the user-dened sequene of ations into a partial-order
plan is presented in Figure 17. The algorithm rst onstruts the ausal struture of the plan
(lines 2 to 6) and then adds the neessary ordering links to avoid threats (lines 7 to 10).
The user only needs to speify ation names and the orresponding instantiated ation
parameters. Our algorithm onsults the operator speiation to nd the preonditions
and eets, instantiate them, onstrut the ausal links, and hek for operator threats.
Operator threats are always resolved in favor of the ordering given by the user in the input
plan. The reason is that the input plan may be overonstrained by the total order, but it
is assumed valid. Therefore, by proessing eah step last to rst, only the orderings that
indeed avoid threats are inluded in the partial-order plan.
12. The algorithm also aepts extra ordering onstraints in addition to the sequene if they are available
from the initial plan generator.
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proedure TO2PO
Input: a valid total-order plan (a
1
, ..., a
n
)
Output: an equivalent partial-order plan
1. for i := n to 1
2. for p 2 Preonditions(a
i
)
3. hoose k < i suh that
4. 1. p 2 PositiveEets(a
k
) ^
5. 2. 6 9 l suh that k < l < i ^ p 2 NegativeEets(a
l
)
6. add order a
k
 a
i
7. for p 2 NegativeEets(a
i
)
8. for j := (i  1) to 1
9. if p 2 Preonditions(a
j
)
10. then add order a
j
 a
i
11. return ((a
1
, ..., a
n
), )
Figure 17: Algorithm for Converting Total-order to Partial-order Plans
Our algorithm is an extension of the greedy algorithm presented by Veloso, Perez, & Car-
bonell (1990). Our algorithm explores non-deterministially all the produers of a proposi-
tion (line 3), as opposed to taking the latest produer in the sequene as in their algorithm.
13
That is, if our algorithm is explored exhaustively, it produes all partially-ordered ausal
strutures onsistent with the input sequene. Our generalization stems from the ritiism
by Bakstrom (1994b) to the algorithm by Veloso et al. (1990) and our desire of being able
to produe alternative initial plans.
The problem of transforming a sequene of steps into a least onstrained plan is analyzed
by Bakstrom (1994b) under several natural denitions of optimality. Under his denitions
of least-onstrained plan and shortest parallel exeution the problem is NP-hard. Bakstrom
shows that Veloso's algorithm, although polynomial, does not onform to any of these nat-
ural denitions. Beause our algorithm is not greedy, it does not suer from the drawbaks
pointed out by Bakstrom. Moreover, for our purposes we do not need optimal initial plans.
The spae of partial orders will be explored during the rewriting proess.
Regardless of the method for produing initial plans, generators that provide multiple
plans are preferable. The dierent initial plans are used in onjuntion with multiple restart
searh tehniques in order to esape from low-quality loal minima.
4. Empirial Results
In this setion we show the broad appliability of Planning by Rewriting by analyzing four
domains with dierent harateristis: a proess manufaturing domain (Minton, 1988b),
a transportation logistis domain, the Bloks World domain that we used in the examples
throughout the paper, and a domain for distributed query planning.
13. To implement their algorithm it is enough to replae line 3 in Figure 17 with:
nd max k < i suh that
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4.1 Manufaturing Proess Planning
The task in the manufaturing proess planning domain is to nd a plan to manufature
a set of parts. We implemented a PbR translation of the domain speiation in (Minton,
1988b). This domain ontains a variety of mahines, suh as a lathe, punh, spray painter,
welder, et, for a total of ten mahining operations. The operator speiation is shown in
Figures 18 and 19. The features of eah part are desribed by a set of prediates, suh as
temperature, painted, has-hole, et. These features are hanged by the operators. Other
prediates in the state, suh as has-lamp, is-drillable, et, are set in the initial state
of eah problem.
As an example of the behavior of an operator, onsider the polish operator in Figure 18.
It requires the part to manufature to be old and that the polisher has a lamp to seure
the part to the mahine. The eet of applying this operator is to leave the surfae of the
part polished. Some attributes of a part, suh as surfae-ondition, are single-valued,
but others, like has-hole, are multivalued. Note how the drill-press and the punh
operators in Figure 18 do not prevent several has-hole onditions from being asserted on
the same part. Other interesting operators are weld and bolt. These operators join two
parts in a partiular orientation to form a new part. No further operations an be performed
on the separate parts one they have been joined.
The measure of plan ost is the shedule length, the (parallel) time to manufature all
parts. In this domain all of the mahining operations are assumed to take unit time. The
mahines and the objets (parts) are modeled as resoures in order to enfore that only one
part an be plaed on a mahine at a time and that a mahine an only operate on a single
part at a time (exept bolt and weld whih operate on two parts simultaneously).
We have already shown some of the types of rewriting rules for this domain in Figures 7
and 10. The set of rules that we used for our experiments is shown in Figure 20. The top
eight rules are quite straightforward one one beomes familiar with this domain. The two
top rules explore the spae of alternative orderings originated by resoure onits. The
mahine-swap rule allows the system to explore the possible orderings of operations that
require the same mahine. This rule nds two onseutive operations on the same mahine
and swaps their order. Similarly, the rule objet-swap allows the system to explore the
orderings of the operations on the same objet. These two rules use the interpreted prediate
adjaent-in-ritial-path to fous the attention on the steps that ontribute to our ost
funtion. Adjaent-in-ritial-path heks if two steps are onseutive along one of the
ritial paths of a shedule. A ritial path is a sequene of steps that take the longest
time to aomplish. In other words, a ritial path is one of the sequenes of steps that
determine the shedule length.
The next six rules exhange operators that are equivalent with respet to ahieving
some eets. Rules IP-by-SP and SP-by-IP propose the exhange of immersion-paint
and spray-paint operators. By examining the operator denitions in Figure 19, it an be
readily notied that both operators hange the value of the painted prediate. Similarly,
PU-by-DP and DP-by-PU exhange drill-press and punh operators, whih produe the
has-hole prediate. Finally, roll-by-lathe and lathe-by-roll exhange roll and lathe
operators as they both an make parts ylindrial. To fous the searh on the most promising
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(define (operator POLISH)
:parameters (?x)
:resoures ((mahine POLISHER) (is-objet ?x))
:preondition (:and (is-objet ?x)
(temperature ?x COLD)
(has-lamp POLISHER))
:effet
(:and (:forall (?surf)
(:when (:neq ?surf POLISHED)
(:not (surfae-ondition ?x ?surf)))
(surfae-ondition ?x POLISHED)))
(define (operator GRIND)
:parameters (?x)
:resoures ((mahine GRINDER) (is-objet ?x))
:preondition (is-objet ?x)
:effet
(:and (:forall (?olor)
(:not (painted ?x ?olor)))
(:forall (?surf)
(:when (:neq ?surf SMOOTH)
(:not (surfae-ondition ?x ?surf))))
(surfae-ondition ?x SMOOTH)))
(define (operator LATHE)
:parameters (?x)
:resoures ((mahine LATHE) (is-objet ?x))
:preondition (is-objet ?x)
:effet
(:and (:forall (?olor)
(:not (painted ?x ?olor)))
(:forall (?shape)
(:when (:neq ?shape CYLINDRICAL)
(:not (shape ?x ?shape))))
(:forall (?surf)
(:when (:neq ?surf ROUGH)
(:not (surfae-ondition ?x ?surf))))
(surfae-ondition ?x ROUGH)
(shape ?x CYLINDRICAL)))
(define (operator ROLL)
:parameters (?x)
:resoures ((mahine ROLLER) (is-objet ?x))
:preondition (is-objet ?x)
:effet
(:and (:forall (?olor)
(:not (painted ?x ?olor)))
(:forall (?shape)
(:when (:neq ?shape CYLINDRICAL)
(:not (shape ?x ?shape))))
(:forall (?temp)
(:when (:neq ?temp HOT)
(:not (temperature ?x ?temp))))
(:forall (?surf)
(:not (surfae-ondition ?x ?surf)))
(:forall (?width ?orientation)
(:not (has-hole ?x ?width ?orientation)))
(temperature ?x HOT)
(shape ?x CYLINDRICAL)))
(define (operator DRILL-PRESS)
:parameters (?x ?width ?orientation)
:resoures ((mahine DRILL-PRESS)
(is-objet ?x))
:preondition
(:and (is-objet ?x)
(have-bit ?width)
(is-drillable ?x ?orientation))
:effet (has-hole ?x ?width ?orientation))
(define (operator PUNCH)
:parameters (?x ?width ?orientation)
:resoures ((mahine PUNCH) (is-objet ?x))
:preondition
(:and (is-objet ?x)
(has-lamp PUNCH)
(is-punhable ?x ?width ?orientation))
:effet
(:and (:forall (?surf)
(:when (:neq ?surf ROUGH)
(:not (surfae-ondition ?x ?surf))))
(surfae-ondition ?x ROUGH)
(has-hole ?x ?width ?orientation)))
Figure 18: Operators for Manufaturing Proess Planning (I)
exhanges these rules only math operators in the ritial path (by means of the interpreted
prediate in-ritial-path).
The six bottom rules in Figure 20 are more sophistiated. The lathe+SP-by-SP rule
takes are of an undesirable eet of the simple depth-rst searh used by our initial plan
generator. In this domain, in order to spray paint a part, the part must have a regular shape.
Being ylindrial is a regular shape, therefore the initial planner may deide to make the
part ylindrial by lathing it in order to paint it! However, this may not be neessary as the
part may already have a regular shape (for example, it ould be retangular, whih is also
a regular shape). Thus, the lathe+SP-by-SP substitutes the pair spray-paint and lathe
by a single spray-paint operation. The supporting regular-shapes interpreted prediate
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(define (operator IMMERSION-PAINT)
:parameters (?x ?olor)
:resoures ((mahine IMMERSION-PAINTER)
(is-objet ?x))
:preondition
(:and (is-objet ?x)
(have-paint-for-immersion ?olor))
:effet (painted ?x ?olor))
(define (operator SPRAY-PAINT)
:parameters (?x ?olor ?shape)
:resoures ((mahine SPRAY-PAINTER)
(is-objet ?x))
:preondition (:and (is-objet ?x)
(sprayable ?olor)
(temperature ?x COLD)
(regular-shape ?shape)
(shape ?x ?shape)
(has-lamp SPRAY-PAINTER))
:effet (painted ?x ?olor))
(define (operator WELD)
:parameters (?x ?y ?new-obj ?orient)
:resoures ((mahine WELDER)
(is-objet ?x) (is-objet ?y))
:preondition
(:and (is-objet ?x) (is-objet ?y)
(omposite-objet ?new-obj ?orient ?x ?y)
(an-be-welded ?x ?y ?orient))
:effet (:and (temperature ?new-obj HOT)
(joined ?x ?y ?orient)
(:not (is-objet ?x))
(:not (is-objet ?y))))
(define (operator BOLT)
:parameters (?x ?y ?new-obj ?orient ?width)
:resoures ((mahine BOLTER)
(is-objet ?x) (is-objet ?y))
:preondition
(:and (is-objet ?x) (is-objet ?y)
(omposite-objet ?new-obj ?orient ?x ?y)
(has-hole ?x ?width ?orient)
(has-hole ?y ?width ?orient)
(bolt-width ?width)
(an-be-bolted ?x ?y ?orient))
:effet (:and (:not (is-objet ?x))
(:not (is-objet ?y))
(joined ?x ?y ?orient)))
Figure 19: Operators for Manufaturing Proess Planning (II)
just enumerates whih are the regular shapes. These rules are partially speied and are
not guaranteed to always produe a rewriting. Nevertheless, they are often suessful in
produing plans of lower ost.
The remaining rules explore bolting two parts using bolts of dierent size if fewer op-
erations may be needed for the plan. We developed these rules by analyzing dierenes
in the quality of the optimal plans and the rewritten plans. For example, onsider the
both-providers-diff-bolt rule. This rule states that if the parts to be bolted already
have ompatible holes in them, it is better to reuse those operators that produed the
holes. The initial plan generator may have drilled (or punhed) holes whose only purpose
was to bolt the parts. However, the goal of the problem may already require some holes to
be performed on the parts to be joined. Reusing the available holes produes a more eo-
nomial plan. The rules has-hole-x-diff-bolt-add-PU, has-hole-x-diff-bolt-add-DP,
has-hole-y-diff-bolt-add-PU, and has-hole-y-diff-bolt-add-DP address the ases in
whih only one of the holes an be reused, and thus an additional punh or drill-press
operation needs to be added.
As an illustration of the rewriting proess in the manufaturing domain, onsider Fig-
ure 21. The plan at the top of the gure is the result of a simple initial plan generator that
solves eah part independently and onatenates the orresponding subplans. Although
suh plan is generated eÆiently, it is of poor quality. It requires six time-steps to manufa-
ture all parts. The gure shows the appliation of two rewriting rules, mahine-swap and
IP-by-SP, that improve the quality of this plan. The operators mathed by the rule an-
teedent are shown in italis. The operators introdued in the rule onsequent are shown in
bold. First, the mahine-swap rule reorders the punhing operations on parts A and B. This
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(define-rule :name mahine-swap
:if (:operators ((?n1 (mahine ?x) :resoure)
(?n2 (mahine ?x) :resoure))
:links ((?n1 :threat ?n2))
:onstraints
(adjaent-in-ritial-path ?n1 ?n2))
:replae (:links (?n1 ?n2))
:with (:links (?n2 ?n1)))
(define-rule :name objet-swap
:if (:operators ((?n1 (is-objet ?x) :resoure)
(?n2 (is-objet ?x) :resoure))
:links ((?n1 :threat ?n2))
:onstraints
(adjaent-in-ritial-path ?n1 ?n2))
:replae (:links (?n1 ?n2))
:with (:links (?n2 ?n1)))
(define-rule :name IP-by-SP
:if (:operators (?n1 (immersion-paint ?x ?))
:onstraints ((regular-shapes ?s)
(in-ritial-path ?n1)))
:replae (:operators (?n1))
:with (:operators (?n2 (spray-paint ?x ? ?s))))
(define-rule :name SP-by-IP
:if (:operators (?n1 (spray-paint ?x ? ?s))
:onstraints ((in-ritial-path ?n1)))
:replae (:operators (?n1))
:with (:operators (?n2 (immersion-paint ?x ?))))
(define-rule :name PU-by-DP
:if (:operators (?n1 (punh ?x ?w ?o))
:onstraints ((in-ritial-path ?n1)))
:replae (:operators (?n1))
:with (:operators (?n2 (drill-press ?x ?w ?o))))
(define-rule :name DP-by-PU
:if (:operators ((?n1 (drill-press ?x ?w ?o)))
:onstraints ((in-ritial-path ?n1)))
:replae (:operators (?n1))
:with (:operators (?n2 (punh ?x ?w ?o))))
(define-rule :name roll-by-lathe
:if (:operators ((?n1 (roll ?x)))
:onstraints ((in-ritial-path ?n1)))
:replae (:operators (?n1))
:with (:operators (?n2 (lathe ?x))))
(define-rule :name lathe-by-roll
:if (:operators ((?n1 (lathe ?x)))
:onstraints ((in-ritial-path ?n1)))
:replae (:operators (?n1))
:with (:operators (?n2 (roll ?x))))
(define-rule :name lathe+SP-by-SP
:if (:operators
((?n1 (lathe ?x))
(?n2 (spray-paint ?x ?olor ?shape1)))
:onstraints ((regular-shapes ?shape2)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2))
:with (:operators
((?n3 (spray-paint ?x ?olor ?shape2)))))
(define-rule :name both-providers-diff-bolt
:if (:operators ((?n3 (bolt ?x ?y ?z ?o ?w1)))
:links ((?n1 (has-hole ?x ?w1 ?o) ?n3)
(?n2 (has-hole ?y ?w1 ?o) ?n3)
(?n4 (has-hole ?x ?w2 ?o) ?n5)
(?n6 (has-hole ?y ?w2 ?o) ?n7))
:onstraints ((:neq ?w1 ?w2)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2 ?n3))
:with (:operators ((?n8 (bolt ?x ?y ?z ?o ?w2)))
:links ((?n4 (has-hole ?x ?w2 ?o) ?n8)
(?n6 (has-hole ?y ?w2 ?o) ?n8))))
(define-rule :name has-hole-x-diff-bolt-add-PU
:if (:operators ((?n3 (bolt ?x ?y ?z ?o ?w1)))
:links ((?n1 (has-hole ?x ?w1 ?o) ?n3)
(?n2 (has-hole ?y ?w1 ?o) ?n3)
(?n4 (has-hole ?x ?w2 ?o) ?n5))
:onstraints ((:neq ?w1 ?w2)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2 ?n3))
:with (:operators ((?n8 (bolt ?x ?y ?z ?o ?w2))
(?n6 (punh ?y ?w2 ?o)))
:links ((?n4 (has-hole ?x ?w2 ?o) ?n8)
(?n6 (has-hole ?y ?w2 ?o) ?n8))))
(define-rule :name has-hole-x-diff-bolt-add-DP
:if (:operators ((?n3 (bolt ?x ?y ?z ?o ?w1)))
:links ((?n1 (has-hole ?x ?w1 ?o) ?n3)
(?n2 (has-hole ?y ?w1 ?o) ?n3)
(?n4 (has-hole ?x ?w2 ?o) ?n5))
:onstraints ((:neq ?w1 ?w2)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2 ?n3))
:with (:operators ((?n8 (bolt ?x ?y ?z ?o ?w2))
(?n6 (drill-press ?y ?w2 ?o)))
:links ((?n4 (has-hole ?x ?w2 ?o) ?n8)
(?n6 (has-hole ?y ?w2 ?o) ?n8))))
(define-rule :name has-hole-y-diff-bolt-add-PU
:if (:operators ((?n3 (bolt ?x ?y ?z ?o ?w1)))
:links ((?n1 (has-hole ?x ?w1 ?o) ?n3)
(?n2 (has-hole ?y ?w1 ?o) ?n3)
(?n6 (has-hole ?y ?w2 ?o) ?n7))
:onstraints ((:neq ?w1 ?w2)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2 ?n3))
:with (:operators ((?n8 (bolt ?x ?y ?z ?o ?w2))
(?n4 (punh ?x ?w2 ?o)))
:links ((?n4 (has-hole ?x ?w2 ?o) ?n8)
(?n6 (has-hole ?y ?w2 ?o) ?n8))))
(define-rule :name has-hole-y-diff-bolt-add-DP
:if (:operators ((?n3 (bolt ?x ?y ?z ?o ?w1)))
:links ((?n1 (has-hole ?x ?w1 ?o) ?n3)
(?n2 (has-hole ?y ?w1 ?o) ?n3)
(?n6 (has-hole ?y ?w2 ?o) ?n7))
:onstraints ((:neq ?w1 ?w2)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2 ?n3))
:with (:operators ((?n8 (bolt ?x ?y ?z ?o ?w2))
(?n4 (drill-press ?x ?w2 ?o)))
:links ((?n4 (has-hole ?x ?w2 ?o) ?n8)
(?n6 (has-hole ?y ?w2 ?o) ?n8))))
Figure 20: Rewriting Rules for Manufaturing Proess Planning
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Immersion-Paint=>Spray-Paint
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RollB IPaint BRed
Cost: 6
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RollB IPaint BRed
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LatheA IPaint ARedPunchA2
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RollB Spray-PaintBRed
Cost: 3
Figure 21: Rewriting in the Manufaturing Domain
breaks the long ritial path that resulted from the simple onatenation of their respetive
subplans. The shedule length improves from six to four time-steps. Still, the three parts
A, B, and C use the same painting operation (immersion-paint). As the immersion-painter
an only proess one piee at a time, the three operations must be done serially. Fortu-
nately, in our domain there is another painting operation: spray-paint. The IP-by-SP
rule takes advantage of this fat and substitutes an immersion-paint operation on part B
by a spray-paint operation. This further parallelizes the plan obtaining a shedule length
of three time-steps, whih is the optimal for this plan.
We ompare four planners (IPP, Initial, and two ongurations of PbR):
IPP: This is one of the most eÆient domain-independent planners (Koehler, Nebel, Ho-
man, & Dimopoulos, 1997) in the planning ompetition held at the Fourth International
Conferene on Artiial Intelligene Planning Systems (AIPS-98). IPP is an optimized re-
implementation and extension of Graphplan (Blum & Furst, 1995, 1997). IPP produes
shortest parallel plans. For our manufaturing domain, this is exatly the shedule length,
the ost funtion that we are optimizing.
Initial: The initial plan generator uses a divide-and-onquer heuristi in order to generate
plans as fast as possible. First, it produes subplans for eah part and for the joined goals
independently. These subplans are generated by Sage using a depth-rst searh without any
regard to plan ost. Then, it onatenates the subsequenes of ations and merges them
using the failities of Setion 3.4.2.
PbR: We present results for two ongurations of PbR, whih we will refer to as PbR-100
and PbR-300. Both ongurations use a rst improvement gradient searh strategy with
random walk on the ost plateaus. The rewriting rules used are those of Figure 20. For eah
problem PbR starts its searh from the plan generated by Initial. The two ongurations
dier only on how many total plateau plans are allowed. PbR-100 allows onsidering up
to 100 plans that do not improve the ost without terminating the searh. Similarly, PbR-
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300 allows 300 plateau plans. Note that the limit is aross all plateaus enountered during
the searh for a problem, not for eah plateau.
We tested eah of the four systems on 200 problems, for mahining 10 parts, ranging
from 5 to 50 goals. The goals are distributed randomly over the 10 parts. So, for the 50-
goal problems, there is an average of 5 goals per part. The results are shown in Figure 22.
In these graphs eah data point is the average of 20 problems for eah given number of goals.
There were 10 provably unsolvable problems. Initial and PbR solved all 200 problems (or
proved them unsolvable). IPP solved 65 problems in total: all problems at 5 and 10 goals,
19 at 15 goals, and 6 at 20 goals. IPP ould not solve any problem with more than 20 goals
under the 1000 CPU seonds time limit.
Figure 22(a) shows the average time on the solvable problems for eah problem set for
the four planners. Figure 22(b) shows the average shedule length for the problems solved
by all the planners, that is, over the 65 problems solved by IPP up to 20 goals. The
fastest planner is Initial, but it produes plans with a ost of about twie the optimal. IPP
produes the optimal plans, but it annot solve problems of more than 20 goals. The two
ongurations of PbR sale muh better than IPP solving all problems and produing good
quality plans. PbR-300 mathes the optimal ost of the IPP plans, exept in one problem
(the reason for the dierene is interesting and we explain it below). The faster PbR-100
also stays very lose to the optimal (less than 2.5% average ost dierene).
Figure 22() shows the average shedule length for the problems solved by eah of
the planners for the 50 goal range. The PbR ongurations sale graefully aross this
range improving onsiderably the ost of the plans generated by Initial. The additional
exploration of PbR-300 allows it to improve the plans even further. The reason for the
dierene between PbR and IPP at the 20-goal omplexity level is beause the ost results
for IPP are only for the 6 problems that it ould solve, while the results for PbR and Initial
are the average of all of the 20 problems (as shown in Figure 22(b), PbR mathes the ost
of these 6 optimal plans produed by IPP).
Figure 22(d) shows the average number of operators in the plans for the problems solved
by all three planners (up to 20 goals). Figure 22(e) shows the average number of operators
in the plans for the problems solved by eah planner aross the whole range of 50 problems.
The plans generated by Initial use about 2-3 additional operators. Both PbR and IPP
produe plans that require fewer steps. Interestingly, IPP sometimes produes plans that
use more operations than PbR. IPP produes the shortest parallel plan, but not the one
with the minimum number of steps. In partiular, we observed that some of the IPP plans
suer from the same problem as Initial. IPP would also lathe a part in order to paint
it, but as opposed to Initial it would only do so if it did not aet the optimal shedule
length. Surprisingly, adding suh additional steps in this domain may improve the shedule
length, albeit in fairly rare situations. This was the ase in the only problem in whih IPP
produed a better shedule than PbR-300. We ould have introdued a rewriting rule that
substituted an immersion-paint operator by both a lathe and spray-paint operators
for suh ases. However, suh rule is of very low utility (in the sense of Minton, 1988b).
It expands the rewriting searh spae, adds to the ost of math, and during the random
searh provides some benet very rarely.
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Figure 22: Experimental Results: Manufaturing Proess Planning
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This experiment illustrates the exibility of PbR in speifying omplex rules for a plan-
ning domain. The results show the benets of nding a suboptimal initial plan quikly and
then eÆiently transforming it to improve its quality.
4.2 Logistis
The task in the logistis domain is to transport several pakages from their initial loation to
their desired destinations. We used a version of the logistis-strips planning domain of
the AIPS98 planning ompetition whih we restrited to using only truks but not planes.
14
The domain is shown in Figure 23. A pakage is transported from one loation to another
by loading it into a truk, driving the truk to the destination, and unloading the truk. A
truk an load any number of pakages. The ost funtion is the (parallel) time to deliver
all pakages (measured as the number of operators in the ritial path of a plan).
(define (operator LOAD-TRUCK)
:parameters (?obj ?truk ?lo)
:preondition
(:and (obj ?obj) (truk ?truk) (loation ?lo)
(at ?truk ?lo) (at ?obj ?lo))
:effet (:and (:not (at ?obj ?lo))
(in ?obj ?truk)))
(define (operator UNLOAD-TRUCK)
:parameters (?obj ?truk ?lo)
:preondition
(:and (obj ?obj) (truk ?truk) (loation ?lo)
(at ?truk ?lo) (in ?obj ?truk))
:effet (:and (:not (in ?obj ?truk))
(at ?obj ?lo)))
(define (operator DRIVE-TRUCK)
:parameters (?truk ?lo-from ?lo-to ?ity)
:preondition (:and (truk ?truk) (loation ?lo-from) (loation ?lo-to) (ity ?ity)
(at ?truk ?lo-from) (in-ity ?lo-from ?ity) (in-ity ?lo-to ?ity))
:effet (:and (:not (at ?truk ?lo-from)) (at ?truk ?lo-to)))
Figure 23: Operators for Logistis
We ompare three planners on this domain:
IPP: IPP (Koehler et al., 1997) produes optimal plans in this domain.
Initial: The initial plan generator piks a distinguished loation and delivers pakages
one by one starting and returning to the distinguished loation. For example, assume that
truk t1 is at the distinguished loation l1, and pakage p1 must be delivered from loation
l2 to loation l3. The plan would be: drive-truk(t1 l1 l2 ), load-truk(p1 t1 l2),
drive-truk(t1 l2 l3 ), unload-truk(p1 t1 l3), drive-truk(t1 l3 l1 ). The
initial plan generator would keep produing these irular trips for the remaining pakages.
Although this algorithm is very eÆient it produes plans of very low quality.
PbR: PbR starts from the plan produed by Initial and uses the plan rewriting rules shown
in Figure 24 to optimize plan quality. The loop rule states that driving to a loation and
returning bak immediately after is useless. The fat that the operators must be adjaent
is important beause it implies that no intervening load or unload was performed. In
the same vein, the triangle rule states that it is better to drive diretly between two
loations than through a third point if no other operation is performed at suh point. The
14. In the logistis domain of AIPS98, the problems of moving pakages by plane among dierent ities and
by truk among dierent loations in a ity are isomorphi, so we foused on only one of them to better
analyze how the rewriting rules an be learned (Ambite, Knoblok, & Minton, 2000).
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load-earlier rule aptures the situation in whih a pakage is not loaded in the truk the
rst time that the pakage's loation is visited. This ours when the initial planner was
onerned with a trip for another pakage. The unload-later rule aptures the dual ase.
PbR applies a rst improvement searh strategy with only one run (no restarts).
(define-rule :name loop
:if (:operators
((?n1 (drive-truk ?t ?l1 ?l2 ?))
(?n2 (drive-truk ?t ?l2 ?l1 ?)))
:links ((?n1 ?n2))
:onstraints
((adjaent-in-ritial-path ?n1 ?n2)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2))
:with NIL)
(define-rule :name triangle
:if (:operators
((?n1 (drive-truk ?t ?l1 ?l2 ?))
(?n2 (drive-truk ?t ?l2 ?l3 ?)))
:links ((?n1 ?n2))
:onstraints
((adjaent-in-ritial-path ?n1 ?n2)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2))
:with (:operators
((?n3 (drive-truk ?t ?l1 ?l3 ?)))))
(define-rule :name load-earlier
:if (:operators
((?n1 (drive-truk ?t ?l1 ?l2 ?))
(?n2 (drive-truk ?t ?l3 ?l2 ?))
(?n3 (load-truk ?p ?t ?l2)))
:links ((?n2 ?n3))
:onstraints
((adjaent-in-ritial-path ?n2 ?n3)
(before ?n1 ?n2)))
:replae (:operators (?n3))
:with (:operators ((?n4 (load-truk ?p ?t ?l2)))
:links ((?n1 ?n4))))
(define-rule :name unload-later
:if (:operators
((?n1 (drive-truk ?t ?l1 ?l2 ?))
(?n2 (unload-truk ?p ?t ?l2))
(?n3 (drive-truk ?t ?l3 ?l2 ?)))
:links ((?n1 ?n2))
:onstraints
((adjaent-in-ritial-path ?n1 ?n2)
(before ?n2 ?n3)))
:replae (:operators (?n2))
:with (:operators ((?n4 (unload-truk ?p ?t ?l2)))
:links ((?n3 ?n4))))
Figure 24: Logistis Rewriting Rules
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Figure 25: Experimental Results: Logistis, Saling the Number of Pakages
We ompared the performane of IPP, Initial, and PbR on a set of logistis problems
involving up to 50 pakages. Eah problem instane has the same number of pakages,
loations, and goals. There was a single truk and a single ity. The performane results
are shown in Figure 25. In these graphs eah data point is the average of 20 problems for
eah given number of pakages. All the problems were satisable. IPP ould only solve
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problems up to 7 pakages (it also solved 10 out of 20 for 8 pakages, and 1 out of 20
for 9 pakages, but these are not shown in the gure). Figure 25(a) shows the average
planning time. Figure 25(b) shows the average ost for the 50 pakages range. The results
are similar to the previous experiment. Initial is eÆient but highly suboptimal. PbR is
able to onsiderably improve the ost of these plans and approah the optimal.
4.3 Bloks World
We implemented a lassial Bloks World domain with the two operators in Figure 2. This
domain has two ations: stak that puts one blok on top of another, and, unstak that
plaes a blok on the table to start a new tower. Plan quality in this domain is simply
the number of steps. Optimal planning in this domain is NP-hard (Gupta & Nau, 1992).
However, it is trivial to generate a orret, but suboptimal, plan in linear time using the
naive algorithm: put all bloks on the table and build the desired towers from the bottom
up. We ompare three planners on this domain:
IPP: In this experiment we used the GAM goal ordering heuristi (Koehler, 1998; Koehler
& Homann, 2000) that had been tested in Bloks World problems with good saling results.
Initial: This planner is a programmati implementation of the naive algorithm using the
failities introdued in Setion 3.4.2.
PbR: This onguration of PbR starts from the plan produed by Initial and uses the
two plan-rewriting rules shown in Figure 6 to optimize plan quality. PbR applies a rst
improvement strategy with only one run (no restarts).
We generated random Bloks World problems saling the number of bloks. The problem
set onsists of 25 random problems at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100
bloks for a total of 350 problems. The problems may have multiple towers in the initial
state and in the goal state.
Figure 26(a) shows the average planning time of the 25 problems for eah blok quantity.
IPP annot solve problems with more than 20 bloks within the time limit of 1000 CPU
seonds. The problem solving behavior of IPP was interesting. IPP either solved a given
problem very fast or it timed out. For example, it was able to solve 11 out of the 25 20-
blok problems under 100 seonds, but it timed out at 1000 seonds for the remaining 14
problems. This seems to be the typial behavior of omplete searh algorithms (Gomes,
Selman, & Kautz, 1998). The loal searh of PbR allows it to sale muh better and solve
all the problems.
Figure 26(b) shows the average plan ost as the number of bloks inreases. PbR
improves onsiderably the quality of the initial plans. The optimal quality is only known
for very small problems, where PbR approximates it, but does not ahieve it (we ran Sage for
problems of less than 9 bloks). For larger plans we do not know the optimal ost. However,
Slaney & Thiebaux (1996) performed an extensive experimental analysis of Bloks World
planning using a domain like ours. In their omparison among dierent approximation
algorithms they found that our initial plan generator (unstak-stak) ahieves empirially a
quality around 1.22 the optimal for the range of problem sizes we have analyzed (Figure 7 in
Slaney & Thiebaux, 1996). The value of our average initial plans divided by 1.22 suggests
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the quality of the optimal plans. The quality ahieved by PbR is omparable with that value.
In fat it is slightly better whih may be due to the relatively small number of problems
tested (25 per blok size) or to skew in our random problem generator. Interestingly the
plans found by IPP are atually of low quality. This is due to the fat that IPP produes
shortest parallel plans. That means that the plans an be onstruted in the fewest time
steps, but IPP may introdue more ations in eah time step than are required.
In summary, the experiments in this and the previous setions show that aross a variety
of domains PbR sales to large problems while still produing high-quality plans.
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Figure 26: Experimental Results: Bloks World, Saling the Number of Bloks
4.4 Query Planning
Query Planning is a problem of onsiderable pratial importane. It is entral to traditional
database and mediator systems. In this setion we present some results in distributed query
planning to highlight the use of PbR in a domain with a omplex ost funtion. A detailed
desription of query planning, inluding a novel query proessing algorithm for mediators
based on PbR, and a more extensive experimental analysis appear in (Ambite & Knoblok,
2000; Ambite, 1998).
Query planning involves generating a plan that eÆiently omputes a user query from
the relevant information soures. This plan is omposed of data retrieval ations at dis-
tributed information soures and data manipulation operations, suh as those of the re-
lational algebra: join, seletion, union, et. The speiation of the operators for query
planning and the enoding of information goals that we are using was rst introdued by
Knoblok (1996). A sample information goal is shown in Figure 27. This goal asks to send
to the output devie of the mediator all the names of airports in Tunisia. Two sample
operators are shown in Figure 28. The retrieve operator exeutes a query at a remote
information soure and transports the data to the mediator, provided that the soure is
in operation (soure-available) and that the soure is apable of proessing the query
(soure-aeptable-query). The join operator takes two subqueries, whih are available
loally at the mediator, and ombines them using some onditions to produe the joined
query.
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(available sims (retrieve (?ap_name)
(:and (airport ?aport)
(ountry-name ?aport "Tunisia")
(port-name ?aport ?ap_name))))
Figure 27: Sample Information Goal
(define (operator retrieve)
:parameters (?soure ?query)
:resoures ((proessor ?soure))
:preondition (:and (soure-available ?soure)
(soure-aeptable-query ?query ?soure))
:effet (available sims ?query))
(define (operator join)
:parameters (?join-onds ?query ?query-a ?query-b)
:preondition (:and (available sims ?query-a
(available sims ?query-b)
(join-query ?query ?join-onds ?query-a ?query-b))
:effet (available sims ?query))
Figure 28: Some Query Planning Operators
The quality of a distributed query plan is an estimation of its exeution ost, whih
is a funtion of the size of intermediate results, the ost of performing data manipulation
operations, and the transmission through the network of the intermediate results from the
remote soures to the mediator. Our system estimates the plan ost based on statistis
obtained from the soure relations, suh as the number of tuples in a relation, the number
of distint values for eah attribute, and the maximum and minimum values for numeri
attributes (Silbershatz, Korth, & Sudarshan, 1997, hapter 12). The soures aessed, and
the type and ordering of the data proessing operations are ritial to the plan ost.
The rewriting rules are derived from properties of the distributed environment and the
relational algebra.
15
The rst set of rules rely on the fat that, in a distributed environment,
it is generally more eÆient to exeute a group of operations together at a remote informa-
tion soure than to transmit the data over the network and exeute the operations at the
loal system. As an example onsider the Remote-Join-Eval rule in Figure 29 (shown here
in the PbR syntax, it was shown algebraially in Figure 1). This rule speies that if in
a plan there exist two retrieval operations at the same remote database whose results are
onsequently joined and the remote soure is apable of performing joins, the system an
rewrite the plan into one that ontains a single retrieve operation that pushes the join to
the remote database.
The seond lass of rules are derived from the ommutative, assoiative, and distributive
properties of the operators of the relational algebra. For example, the Join-Swap rule of
Figure 29 (f. Figure 1) speies that two onseutive joins operators an be reordered
and allows the planner to explore the spae of join trees. Sine in our query planning
15. In mediators, rules that address the resolution of the semanti heterogeneity are also neessary. See
(Ambite & Knoblok, 2000; Ambite, 1998) for details.
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(define-rule :name remote-join-eval
:if (:operators
((?n1 (retrieve ?query1 ?soure))
(?n2 (retrieve ?query2 ?soure))
(?n3 (join ?query ?j ?query1 ?query2)))
:onstraints
((apability ?soure 'join)))
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2 ?n3))
:with (:operators
((?n4 (retrieve ?query ?soure))))
(define-rule :name join-swap
:if (:operators
((?n1 (join ?q1 ?j1 ?sq1a ?sq1b))
(?n2 (join ?q2 ?j2 ?sq2a ?sq2b)))
:links (?n2 ?n1)
:onstraints
(join-swappable
?q1 ?j1 ?sq1a ?sq1b ;; in
?q2 ?j2 ?sq2a ?sq2b ;; in
?q3 ?j3 ?sq3a ?sq3b ;; out
?q4 ?j4 ?sq4a ?sq4b)) ;; out
:replae (:operators (?n1 ?n2))
:with (:operators
((?n3 (join ?q3 ?j3 ?sq3a ?sq3b))
(?n4 (join ?q4 ?j4 ?sq4a ?sq4b)))
:links (?n4 ?n3)))
Figure 29: Some Query Planning Rewriting Rules
domain queries are expressed as omplex terms (Knoblok, 1996), the PbR rules use the
interpreted prediates in the :onstraints eld to manipulate suh query expressions. For
example, the join-swappable prediate heks if the queries in the two join operators an
be exhanged and omputes the new subqueries.
Figure 30 shows an example of the loal searh through the spae of query plan rewrit-
ings in a simple distributed domain that desribes a ompany. The gure shows alternative
query evaluation plans for a onjuntive query that asks for the names of employees, their
salaries, and the projets they are working on. The three relations requested in the query
(Employees, Payroll, and Projet) are distributed among two databases (one at the om-
pany's headquarters { HQ-db { and another at a branh { Branh-db). Assume that the
leftmost plan is the initial plan. This plan rst retrieves the Employee relation at the HQ-db
and the Projet relation at the Branh-db, and then it joins these two tables on the em-
ployee name. Finally, the plan retrieves the Payroll relation from the HQ-db and joins it
on ssn with the result of the previous join. Although a valid plan, this initial plan is sub-
optimal. Applying the join-swap rule to this initial plan generates two rewritings. One of
them involves a ross-produt, whih is a very expensive operation, so the system, follow-
ing a gradient desent searh strategy, prefers the other plan. Now the system applies the
remote-join-eval rule and generates a new rewritten plan that evaluates the join between
the employee and projet tables remotely at the headquarters database. This nal plan is
of muh better quality.
We ompare the planning eÆieny and plan quality of four query planners:
Sage: This is the original query planner (Knoblok, 1995, 1996) for the SIMS mediator,
whih performs a best-rst searh with a heuristi ommonly used in query optimization
that explores only the spae of left join trees. Sage is a renement planner (Kambhampati,
Knoblok, & Yang, 1995) that generates optimal left-tree query plans.
DP: This is our implementation of a dynami-programming bottom-up enumeration of
query plans (Ono & Lohman, 1990) to nd the optimal plan. Sine in our distributed
domain subqueries an exeute in parallel and the ost funtion reets suh preferene,
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Figure 30: Rewriting in Query Planning
our DP algorithm onsiders bushy join trees. However, to improve its planning time, DP
applies the heuristi of avoiding ross-produts during join enumeration. Thus, in some rare
ases DP may not produe the optimal plan.
Initial: This is the initial plan generator for PbR. It generates query plans aording to a
random depth-rst searh parse of the query. The only non-random hoie is that it plaes
seletions as soon as they an be exeuted. It is the fastest planner but may produe very
low quality plans.
PbR: We used the Remote-Join-Eval and Join-Swap rules dened in Figure 29. These
two rules are suÆient to optimize the queries in the test set. We tested two gradient-
desent searh strategies for PbR: rst improvement with four random restarts (PbR-FI),
and steepest desent with three random restarts (PbR-SD).
In this experiment we ompare the behavior of Sage, DP, Initial, PbR-FI, and PbR-SD
in a distributed query planning domain as the size of the queries inreases. We generated a
syntheti domain for the SIMS mediator and dened a set of onjuntive queries involving
from 1 to 30 relations. The queries have one seletion on an attribute of eah table. Eah
information soure ontains two relations and an perform remote operations. Therefore,
the optimal plans involve pushing operations to be evaluated remotely at the soures.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 31. Figure 31(a) shows the planning
time, in a logarithmi sale, for Sage, DP, Initial, PbR-FI, and PbR-SD as the query size
grows. The times for PbR inlude both the generation of all the random initial plans and
their rewriting. The times for Initial are the average of the initial plan onstrution aross
all restarts of eah query. Sage is able to solve queries involving up to 6 relations, but larger
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queries annot be solved within its searh limit of 200,000 partial-plan nodes. DP sales
better than Sage, but annot solve queries of more than 9 relations in the 1000 seond time
limit. Both ongurations of PbR sale better than Sage and DP. The rst-improvement
searh strategy of PbR-FI is faster than the steepest desent of PbR-SD.
Figure 31(b) shows the ost of the query plans for the ve planners. The ost for Initial
is the average of the initial plans aross all the restarts of eah query. The plan ost is an
estimate of the query exeution ost. A logarithmi sale is used beause of the inreasingly
larger absolute values of the plan osts for our onjuntive hain queries and the very high
ost of the initial plans. PbR rewrites the very poor quality plans generated by Initial
into high-quality plans. Both PbR and DP produe better plans than Sage (in the range
tratable for Sage) for this experiment. This happens beause they are searhing the larger
spae of bushy query trees and an take greater advantage of parallel exeution plans. PbR
produes plans of quality omparable to DP for its tratable range and beyond that range
PbR sales graefully. The two ongurations of PbR produe plans of similar ost, though
PbR-FI needed less planning time than PbR-SD. PbR-SD generates all the plans in the loal
neighborhood in order to selet the heapest one, but PbR-FI only generates a portion of
the neighborhood sine it hooses the rst plan of a heaper ost, so PbR-FI is faster in
average. Figure 31 shows empirially that in this domain the loally optimal moves of
steepest desent do not translate in nal solutions of a better ost than those produed by
the rst-improvement strategy.
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Figure 31: Experimental Results: Distributed Query Planning
5. Related Work
In this setion we review previous work related to the Planning by Rewriting framework.
First, we disuss work on the disiplines upon whih PbR builds, namely, lassial AI
planning, loal searh, and graph rewriting. Then, we disuss work related to our plan-
rewriting algorithm.
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5.1 AI Planning
PbR is designed to nd a balane among the requirements of planning eÆieny, high quality
plans, exibility, and extensibility. A great amount of work on AI Planning has foused on
improving its average-ase eÆieny given that the general ases are omputationally hard
(Erol et al., 1995). One possibility is to inorporate domain knowledge in the form of searh
ontrol. A reent example is TLPlan (Bahus & Kabanza, 1995, 2000), a forward-searh
planner that has shown a remarkable salability using ontrol knowledge expressed in tem-
poral logi. Some systems automatially learn searh ontrol for a given planning domain or
even spei problem instanes. Minton (1988b) shows how to dedue searh ontrol rules
for a problem solver by applying explanation-based learning to problem-solving traes. He
also disusses the impat of the utility problem. The utility problem, simply stated, says
that the (omputational) benets of using the additional knowledge must outweigh the ost
of applying it. PbR plan-rewriting rules also are subjet to the utility problem. The quality
improvement obtained by adding more rewriting rules to a PbR-based planner may not be
worth the performane degradation. Another approah to automatially generating searh
ontrol is by analyzing statially the operators (Etzioni, 1993) or inferring invariants in the
planning domain (Gerevini & Shubert, 1998; Fox & Long, 1998; Rintanen, 2000). Abstra-
tion provides yet another form of searh ontrol. Knoblok (1994a) presents a system that
automatially learns abstration hierarhies from a planning domain or a partiular problem
instane in order to speed up planning. plan-rewriting rules an be learned with tehniques
analogous to those used to learn searh ontrol. Ambite, Knoblok, & Minton (2000) present
an approah to automatially learn the plan-rewriting rules based on omparing initial and
optimal plans for example problems. Alternatively, analyzing the planning operators and
whih ombinations of operators are equivalent with respet to the ahievement of some
goals an also lead to the automati generation of the rewriting rules.
Loal searh algorithms have also been used to improve planning eÆieny although
in a somewhat indiret way. Planning an be redued to solving a series of propositional
satisability problems (Kautz & Selman, 1992). Thus, Kautz & Selman (1996) used an
eÆient satisability testing algorithm based on loal searh to solve the SAT enodings
of a planning problem. Their approah proved more eÆient than speialized planning
algorithms. We believe that the power of their approah stems from the use of loal searh.
PbR diretly applies loal searh on the plan strutures, as opposed to translating it rst
to a larger propositional representation.
Although all these approahes do improve the eÆieny of planning, they do not speif-
ially address plan quality, or else they onsider only very simple ost metris (suh as the
number of steps). Some systems learn searh ontrol that addresses both planning eÆieny
and plan quality (Estlin & Mooney, 1997; Borrajo & Veloso, 1997; Perez, 1996). However,
from the reported experimental results, PbR appears to be more salable. Moreover, PbR
provides an anytime algorithm while other approahes must run to ompletion.
5.2 Loal Searh
Loal searh has a long tradition in ombinatorial optimization (Aarts & Lenstra, 1997;
Papadimitriou & Steiglitz, 1982). Loal improvement ideas have found appliation in many
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domains. Some of the general work most relevant to PbR is on onstraint satisfation,
sheduling, satisability testing, and heuristi searh.
In onstraint satisfation, loal searh tehniques have been able to solve problems
orders of magnitude more omplex than the respetive omplete (baktraking) approahes.
Minton et al. (Minton, Johnston, Philips, & Laird, 1990; Minton, 1992) developed a simple
repair heuristi, min-onits, that ould solve large onstraint satisfation and sheduling
problems, suh as the sheduling of operations in the Hubble Spae Telesope. The min-
onits heuristi just selets the variable value assignment that minimizes the number of
onstraints violated. This heuristi was used as the ost funtion of a gradient-desent
searh and also in an informed baktraking searh.
In satisability testing a similar method, GSAT, was introdued by Selman, Levesque,
& Mithell (1992). GSAT solves hard satisability problems using loal searh where the
repairs onsist in hanging the truth value of a randomly hosen variable. The ost funtion
is the number of lauses satised by the urrent truth assignment. Their approah sales
muh better than the orresponding omplete method (the Davis-Putnam proedure).
In work on sheduling and resheduling, Zweben, Daun, & Deale (1994) dene a set
of general, but xed, repair methods, and use simulated annealing to searh the spae of
shedules. Our plans are networks of ations as opposed to their metri-time totally-ordered
tasks. Also we an easily speify dierent rewriting rules (general or spei) to suit eah
domain, as opposed to their xed strategies.
Our work is inspired by these approahes but there are several dierenes. First, PbR
operates on omplex graph strutures (partial-order plans) as opposed to variable assign-
ments. Seond, our repairs are delaratively speied and may be hanged for eah problem
domain, as opposed to their general but xed repair strategies. Third, PbR aepts arbi-
trary measures of quality, not just onstraint violations as in min-onits, or number of
unsatised lauses as GSAT. Finally, PbR searhes the spae of valid solution plans, as
opposed to the spae of variable assignments whih may be internally inonsistent.
Iterative repair ideas have also been used in heuristi searh. Ratner & Pohl (1986)
present a two-phase approah similar to PbR. In the rst phase, they nd an initial valid
sequene of operators using an approximation algorithm. In the seond phase, they perform
loal searh starting from that initial sequene. The ost funtion is the plan length. The
loal neighborhood is generated by identifying segments in the urrent solution sequene
and attempting to optimize them. The repair onsists of a heuristi searh with the initial
state being the beginning of the segment and the goal the end of the segment. If a shorter
path is found, the original sequene is replaed by the new shorter segment. A signiant
dierene with PbR is that they are doing a state-spae searh, while PbR is doing a plan-
spae searh. The least-ommitted partial-order nature of PbR allows it to optimize the
plans in ways that annot be ahieved by optimizing linear subsequenes.
5.3 Graph Rewriting
PbR builds on ideas from graph rewriting (Shurr, 1997). The plan-rewriting rules in
PbR are an extension of traditional graph rewriting rules. By taking advantage of the
semantis of planning PbR introdues partially-speied plan-rewriting rules, where the
rules do not need to speify the ompletely detailed embedding of the onsequent as in pure
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graph rewriting. Nevertheless, there are several tehniques that an transfer from graph
rewriting into Planning by Rewriting, partiularly for fully-speied rules. Dorr (1995)
denes an abstrat mahine for graph isomorphism and studies a set of onditions under
whih traditional graph rewriting an be performed eÆiently. Perhaps a similar abstrat
mahine for plan rewriting an be dened. The idea of rule programs also appears in this
eld and has been implemented in the PROGRES system (Shurr, 1990, 1997).
5.4 Plan Rewriting
The work most losely related to our plan-rewriting algorithm is plan merging (Foulser, Li, &
Yang, 1992). Foulser et al. provide a formal analysis and algorithms for exploiting positive
interations within a plan or aross a set of plans. However, their work only onsiders the
ase in whih a set of operators an be replaed by one operator that provides the same
eets to the rest of the plan and onsumes the same or fewer preonditions. Their fous is
on optimal and approximate algorithms for this type of operator merging. Plan rewriting
in PbR an be seen as a generalization of operator merging where a subplan an replae
another subplan. A dierene is that PbR is not onerned with nding the optimal merge
(rewritten plan) in a single pass of an optimization algorithm as their approah does. In
PbR we are interested in generating possible plan rewritings during eah rewriting phase,
not the optimal one. The optimization ours as the (loal) searh progresses.
Case-based planning (e.g., Kambhampati, 1992; Veloso, 1994; Nebel & Koehler, 1995;
Hanks &Weld, 1995; Mu~noz-Avila, 1998) solves a problem by modifying a previous solution.
There are two phases in ase-based planning. The rst one identies a plan from the library
that is most similar to the urrent problem. In the seond phase this previous plan is adapted
to solve the new problem. PbR modies a solution to the urrent problem, so there is no
need for a retrieval phase nor the assoiated similarity metris. Plan rewriting in PbR an
be seen as a type of adaptation from a solution to a problem to an alternate solution for
the same problem. That is, a plan rewriting rule in PbR identies a pair of subplans (the
replaed and replaement subplans) that may be interhangeable.
Veloso (1994) desribes a general approah to ase-based planning based on derivational
analogy. Her approah works in three steps. First, the retrieval phase selets a similar
plan from the library. Seond, the parts of this plan irrelevant to the urrent problem
are removed. Finally, her system searhes for a ompletion of this plan seleting as muh
as possible the same deisions as the old plan did. In this sense the planning knowledge
enoded in the previous solution is transferred to the generation of the new solution plan.
The plan-rewriting algorithm for partially-speied rules of PbR an be seen as a strongly
onstrained version of this approah. In PbR the subplan in the rule onsequent xes the
steps that an be added to repair the plan. We ould use her tehnique of respeting
previous hoie points when ompleting the plan as a way of ensuring that most of the
struture of the plan before and after the repair is maintained. This ould be useful to
onstrain the number of rewritten plans for large rewriting rules.
Nebel and Koehler (1995) present a omputational analysis of ase-based planning. In
this ontext they show that the worst-ase omplexity of plan modiation is no better than
plan generation and point to the limitations of reuse methods. The related problem in the
PbR framework is the embedding of the replaement subplan for partially speied rules.
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As we explained in Setion 3.1.4 there may be pathologial ases in whih the number of
embeddings is exponential in the size of the plan or deiding if the embedding exists is
NP-hard. However, often we are not interested in nding all rewritings, for example when
following a rst improvement searh strategy. In our experiene the average ase behavior
seems to be muh better as was presented in Setion 4.
Systemati algorithms for ase-based planning (suh as Hanks & Weld, 1995) invert the
deisions done in renement planning to nd a path between the solution to a similar old
problem and the new problem. The rewriting rules in PbR indiate how to transform a
solution into another solution plan based on domain knowledge, as opposed to the generi
inversion of the renement operations. Plan rewriting in PbR is done in a very onstrained
way instead of an open searh up and down the spae of partial plans. However, the rules in
PBR may searh the spae of rewritings non systematially. Suh an eet is ameliorated
by using loal searh.
6. Disussion and Future Work
This paper has presented Planning by Rewriting, a new paradigm for eÆient high-quality
domain-independent planning. PbR adapts graph rewriting and loal searh tehniques
to the semantis of domain-independent partial-order planning. The basi idea of PbR
onsists in transforming an easy-to-generate, but possibly suboptimal, initial plan into a
high-quality plan by applying delarative plan-rewriting rules in an iterative repair style.
There are several important advantages to the PbR planning approah. First, PbR is
a delarative domain-independent framework, whih brings the benets of reusability and
extensibility. Seond, it addresses sophistiated plan quality measures, while most work in
domain-independent planning has not addressed quality or does it in very simple ways.
Third, PbR is salable beause it uses eÆient loal searh methods. Finally, PbR is an
anytime planning algorithm that allows balaning planning eort and plan quality in order
to maximize the utility of the planning proess.
Planning by Rewriting provides a domain-independent framework for loal searh. PbR
aepts delarative domain speiations in an expressive operator language, delarative
plan-rewriting rules to generate the neighborhood of a plan, omplex quality metris, inter-
hangeable initial plan generators, and arbitrary (loal) searh methods.
Planning by Rewriting is well suited to mixed-initiative planning. In mixed-initiative
planning, the user and the planner interat in dening the plan. For example, the user an
speify whih are the available or preferred ations at the moment, hange the quality rite-
ria of interest, et. In fat, some domains an only be approahed through mixed-initiative
planning. For example, when the quality metri is very expensive to evaluate, suh as in
geometri analysis in manufaturing, the user must guide the planner towards good quality
plans in a way that a small number of plans are generated and evaluated. Another example
is when the plan quality metri is multi-objetive or hanges over time. Several harater-
istis of PbR support mixed-initiative planning. First, beause PbR oers omplete plans,
the user an easily understand the plan and perform omplex quality assessment. Seond,
the rewriting rule language is a onvenient mehanism by whih the user an propose mod-
iations to the plans. Third, by seleting whih rules to apply or their order of appliation
the user an guide the planner.
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Our framework ahieves a balane between domain knowledge, expressed as plan-rewriting
rules, and general loal-searh tehniques that have proved useful in many hard ombina-
torial problems. We expet that these ideas will push the frontier of solvable problems for
many pratial domains in whih high quality plans and anytime behavior are needed.
The planning style introdued by PbR opens several areas for future researh. There
is great potential for applying mahine learning tehniques to PbR. An important issue is
the generation of the plan-rewriting rules. Coneptually, plan-rewriting rules arise from the
hosen plan equivalene relation. All valid plans that ahieve the given goals in a nite
number of steps, i.e. all solution plans, are (satisability) equivalent. Eah rule arises from
a theorem that states that two subplans are equivalent for the purposes of ahieving some
goals, with the addition of some onditions that indiate in whih ontext that rule an
be usefully applied. The plan-rewriting rules an be generated by automated proedures.
The methods an range from stati analysis of the domain operators to analysis of sample
equivalent plans that ahieve the same goals but at dierent osts. Note the similarity
with methods to automatially infer searh ontrol and domain invariants (Minton, 1988b;
Etzioni, 1993; Gerevini & Shubert, 1998; Fox & Long, 1998; Rintanen, 2000), and also the
need to deal with the utility problem. Ambite, Knoblok, & Minton (2000) present some
results on learning plan rewriting rules based on omparing initial and optimal plans for
sample problems.
Beyond learning the rewriting rules, we intend to develop a system that an automat-
ially learn the optimal planner onguration for a given planning domain and problem
distribution in a manner analogous to Minton's Multi-TAC system (Minton, 1996). Our
system would perform a searh in the onguration spae of the PbR planner proposing
andidate sets of rewriting rules and dierent searh methods. By testing eah proposed
onguration against a training set of simple problems, the system would hill-limb in the
onguration spae in order to arrive at the most useful rewriting rules and searh strategies
for the given planning domain and distribution of problems.
There are many advaned tehniques in the loal searh literature that an be adapted
and extended in our framework. In partiular, the idea of variable-depth rewriting leads
naturally to the reation of rule programs, whih speify how a set of rules are applied to
a plan. We have already seen how in query planning we ould nd transformations that
are better speied as a program of simple rewriting rules. For example, a sequene of
Join-Swap transformations may put two retrieve operators on the same database together
in the query tree and then Remote-Join-Eval would ollapse the expliit join operator and
the two retrieves into a single retrieval of a remote join. Cherniak & Zdonik (1996, 1998)
present more omplex examples of this sort of programs of rewriting rules in the ontext of
a query optimizer for objet-oriented databases.
As we disussed in Setions 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 the language of the anteedent of the rewrit-
ing rules an be more expressive than onjuntive queries while still remaining omputa-
tionally eÆient. For example, Figure 32 shows a rule from the manufaturing domain of
Setion 4.1 with a relationally-omplete anteedent. This rule mathes a subplan that on-
tains a spray-paint operator, but does not ontain either punh or drill-press operators
that reate holes of diameter smaller than 1 millimeter. In suh ase, the rule replaes the
spray-paint operator by an immersion-paint operator. This rule would be useful in a
situation in whih painting by immersion ould log small holes.
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(define-rule :name SP-by-IP-no-small-holes
:if (:and (:operator ?n1 (spray-paint ?x ? ?s))
(:not (:and (:or (:operator ?n2 (punh ?x ?w ?o))
(:operator ?n3 (drill-press ?x ?w ?o)))
(:less ?w 1mm))))
:replae (:operators (?n1))
:with (:operator ?n4 (immersion-paint ?x ?)))
Figure 32: Rule with a Relationally-Complete Anteedent
Another area for further researh is the interplay of plan rewriting and plan exeution.
Sometimes the best transformations for a plan may only be known after some portion of
the plan has been exeuted. This information obtained at run-time an guide the planner
to selet the appropriate rewritings. For example, in query planning the plans may ontain
information gathering ations (Ashish, Knoblok, & Levy, 1997) and depend on run-time
onditions. This yields a form of dynami query optimization. Interleaved planning and
exeution is also neessary in order to deal eetively with unexpeted situations in the
environment suh as database or network failures.
An open area of researh is to relax our framework to aept inomplete plans during
the rewriting proess. This expands the searh spae onsiderably and some of the benets
of PbR, suh as its anytime property, are lost. But for some domains the shortest path of
rewritings from the initial plan to the optimal may pass through inomplete or inonsistent
plans. This idea ould be embodied as a planning style that ombines the harateristis
of generative planning and Planning by Rewriting. This is reminisent of the plan ritis
approah (Saerdoti, 1975; Sussman, 1975). The resulting plan-rewriting rules an be seen
as delarative speiations for plan ritis. The plan renements of both partial order
planning (Kambhampati et al., 1995) and Hierarhial Task Network Planning (Erol, Nau,
& Hendler, 1994) an be easily speied as plan-rewriting rules.
Applying PbR to other domains will surely provide new hallenges and the possibility
of disovering and transferring general planning tehniques from one domain to another.
We hope that the loal-searh methods used by PbR will help planning tehniques to sale
to large pratial problems and onversely that the domain-independent nature of PbR will
help in the analysis and prinipled extension of loal searh tehniques.
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